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Chapter 1
THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING
The Statement of the Problem
This thesis examines the imagery for the self, or soul, in relation to God as found
in the Dialogue by Catherine of Siena. Special attention is given to the three powers
of the soul, memory, understanding, and will, the traditional definition of the image
of God in humankind.
The Subproblems
1. The first subproblem is to compare the concept of the self in medieval times
with contemporary concepts.
2. The second subproblem is to suggest implications for the church today, in light
of the traditional definition of the self in the image of God.
The Hypotheses
1. The first hypothesis is that something very important was discarded at the
time of the Reformation�the long-held understanding of the nature of the image of
God in humankind.
2. The second hypothesis is that the church is in need of something substantial
and doctrinal that will enable it to speak more meaningfully to contemporary society.
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The Delimitations
In the Introduction and Conclusion, this study will confine itself to the late
medieval period and the contemporary era.
The Definition of Terms
Self is defined as the personal identity bestowed upon persons by the Creator. It
is used interchangably with soul.
The powers of the soul are memory, understanding or reason, and will These are
considered a trinity of powers that reflect the eternal Trinity of God, and through
which God works to draw persons toward the image in which they were created.
Assumptions
1. The first assumption is that current definitions for the self or soul range from
inadequate to soul-damaging.
2. The second assumption is that many sincere Christians are confused and
dissatisfied with their religious experience, and wonder what is wrong in the way the
self relates to God.
3. The third assumption is that the church speaks with many voices about the
composition of the self, and therefore offers many solutions to what God intends for
the self.
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4. The fourth assumption is that churches tend to emphasize one or two of the
powers of the soul, and usually neglect the others. These powers are intended to be
used in harmony with one another.
5. The fifth assumption is that the church defines religious subjects sociologically
and psychologically as much as it does theologically.
6. The sixth assumption is that if a basic definition of the self was held from the
time of Augustine to the time of John Donne, it deserves more serious consideration
from the contemporary church.
7. The seventh assumption is that recognition of the powers of the soul would
change the way most churches worship, teach, and minister to human need.
The Importance of This Study
There is nothing more important than the way a human being relates to God.
The church is always the primary interpreter of this relationship, and needs to speak
and act with clarity. There are other powerful interpreters of the self in our society,
such as education, the media, science, and politics.
We live in a time of indifference to and ignorance about God and the Christian
faith. Yet, people know that they have spiritual need, and they care about their own
lives. This study will show the great importance that the medieval writers, and
particularly Catherine, gave to the self. They believed that God had already vested
the self with supreme significance.
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REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Catherine's Imagery
The primary source for this study is the Dialogue by Catherine of Siena. I also
read some of her letters.
A secondary source is books and articles written about Catherine. People of her
own time took for granted the allegorical approach to the faith, as well as the high
emphasis on the creative act of God in placing his image within humankind. I found
relatively few contemporary writers who were helpful in the study of her imagery.
One notable exception is Mary Ann Fatula who wrote Catherine of Siena 's Way.
Comparison of Two Worlds
To understand and then compare Catherine's imagery with the concepts of the
self current in our time, it was necessary to read other medieval writers, and material
about that period, as well as to read contemporary authors who believe that the self
is a created and responsible entity.
The sources most helpful were Bernard of Clairvaux, from the medieval world,
and Thomas Merton, Hans Urs von Balthasar, and Carl Jung, from our own time.
Chapter 2
INTRODUCTION
A soul rises up . . .
So begins the Prologue to the Dialogue of St. Catherine of Siena, the fourteenth-
century Italian Doctor of the Church, one of two women to be so named, the other
being Teresa of Avila.
A soul rises up . . . not as a matter of course, not by magnetism, not of necessity
or command, but by desire and choice.
But what is this soul or self that rises up? To where does it rise? And why? To
answer these questions, we need to look to the world in which Catherine lived.
The Medieval World
When we read medieval authors, we move into another world, and need to orient
ourselves to new surroundings. There are startling contrasts in the sights and sounds
of the two times. But to one pursuing the spirituality of that period, the most
important differences are the authority structures and the assumptions about the
meaning of life and the origin and destiny of the person.
Catherine of Siena lived in a time that is referred to as the Age of Belief. Anne
Fremantle states that we in America are even farther from this age than people
living in Europe, since we are not reminded of it by our history or our churches or
inns or places of business. And yet, she claims, "We still ask the same questions, and
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each of us, as he or she matures, passes through at least some of the same stages of
� � � I 1
the long intellectual process that is called civilization."
Catherine's Siena was built on three hills, and citizens of the city were divided
into three rivaling factions, each having its own color�red, green, or white. There
was deep loyalty to family and city. "A man was a citizen first and foremost, a
private individual only in the second place. Personality was little recognized in the
Middle Ages. What concerned the city was all-important, and, as a citizen, what
touched him touched the city."^
The medieval world was under the rulership of two leaders, the emperor and the
pope. Each had his area of dominance, and in ideal times, the two worked together.
However, most times were not ideal. During Catherine's short life, the papacy was
divided because of political pressures and weak leadership, and she is remembered in
large measure for her efforts to restore the papacy to Rome.
Catherine lived in a time of rapid change, of increased commerce and wealth,
and also of cruelty and intense hatred of rival cities. Gambling was everywhere in
Siena, and legends warned that gamblers would "have their souls carried off by
demons, and their bodies dragged by them out of holy ground."^
Although the cult of the Virgin was growing, women counted for little in the
estimate of men. However, if a woman would sacrificially give herself for her city or
country, as did Catherine, and also Mariana de Jesus of Quito, and Rose of Lima,
and other women of the age, her value increased.
Catherine was born in 1348, at the height of the Black Death. During her
lifetime, fatal illness was a fact of life, and was formative in her spirituality. "The
'terrible fourteenth' was hardly the time for those who believe in God's loving
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providence. Wars and plagues, unrest and turmoil, violence and greed seemed to
dominate that age."^
Fourteenth-century Siena is described as a city of great contrasts, and in that way
it resembles our modern society:
unblushing vice and saintly lives among both laymen and clerics;
unbridled extravagance and frugal economy; lawlessness side by side
with submission to statutes which interfered with freedom of action at
every turn; furious revolts and personal quarrels filling the streets with
uproar and bloodshed, and quiet everyday occupations. There were
religious revivals, when a crowd of two thousand persons would stand
for five or six hours listening to the appeals and reproaches of a friar
with every sign of contrition, and on the other hand there was . . .
scornful indifference. . . . Chronicles and sermons of that day give an
appalling picture of shameless wickedness, prodigality and crime, often
apparently committed for crime's sake. ... On the other hand Siena
had so many holy men and women that she has been called the ante
chamber of Paradise.^
It was Augustine of Hippo who first identified the three powers of the soul�
reason, will, and memory. These powers reflected the person of God and became
avenues for God's grace to reach the soul, and stairs for the soul to ascend to higher
knowledge of God. The powers of the soul were also considered the entities of
selfhood in which people would come to know themselves and to grow together in
their communities.
This identification of the soul came into common use and we find Bernard of
Clairvaux employing the same terminology. Speaking of reason and memory, he
said, "But reason and memory are not so much 'of the soul, as themselves the soul."
And of the three powers he said, "For the soul itself is nothing but reason, memory,
and will."^
The Son of God, the Word and Wisdom of the Father, first mercifuUy
assuming that power of our souls which is called reason, when he
found it weighed down by the body, a captive to sin, blinded by
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ignorance, given up to outward things, he mercifully assumed it; he
Med it by his power, instructed it by his wisdom, drew it within
himself and employed it in a wonderful way on his behalf as judge . . .
human reason becomes its own accuser, witness, and judge.
The Holy Spirit lovingly visited the second power of the soul, the
will; he found it infected with the poison of the body, but already
judged by reason. He cleansed it with sweetness, making it bum with
love and filling it with mercy. . . . And so, from this second union of
the Spirit of God and the human will, love is born.
The soul is now perfect in two parts, reason and will, the one
taught by the word of truth, the other set on fire by the spirit of
truth.^
Bernard speaks only briefly here about the memory, but elaborates in his sermon
on Conversion, as he says that for God to cleanse the will and the reason is relatively
easy compared to the task of cleansing the memory.
The third task remains and that is the hardest: to purify the memory
and pump out the cesspit. How can I forget my own life?. . . What
keen edge can both clean my memory and keep it intact? Only the
living and effective Word which is sharper than a two-edged sword,
which "takes away your sins."�
While the central emphasis of my thesis is Catherine, I am also drawing from
other medieval writers including Bernard, since he was a source for much of
medieval mysticism. As Henri Daniel-Rops says, "All the mystics of the Middle Ages
proceed more or less from him; many of them borrow lavishly from him. . . . They
studied him almost as assiduously as they studied Saint Augustine."'
It was a contemporary of Bernard, William of Saint Thierry, who defined clearly
the interrelationship of reason, will, and memory. He said that within the highest
part of man's mind God had placed
the power of memory, that he might always remember the creator's
power and goodness; immediately and without a moment's delay,
memory generated from itself reason; and memory and reason
together brought forth will. For memory possesses and contains in
itself that to which men should tend; reason knows he must so tend;
the will tends; and these three constitute a kind of unity, but three
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powers, just as in the sublime trinity there is one substance and Three
Persons. As in the Trinity the Father is the begetter, the Son
begotten, and the Holy Spirit is from both, so reason is generated
from memory, and from memory and reason proceeds will. In order
therefore that the rational soul created in man may cleave to God, the
Father claims for himself memory; the Son, reason; and the Holy
Spirit, proceeding from both Father and Son claims the will,
proceeding from both memory and reason.
^�
Thomas Aquinas detailed many powers of the soul, more than would be
conveniently referred to by lay people or most clergy, for that matter. And he did
recognize the triad of powers that was in common usage.
Hadewijch, a Beguine writing in the early fourteenth century, explains in a long
poem, "Image of the Trinity," the operation of the three powers of the soul. Here
are a few lines from that poem:
If you live with reason in truth.
You enlighten all your labor;
So your will is pleased to live well
And to give all service to the full.
And so it is fervent and strong
And fears neither pain nor work;
And then your memory becomes vaUant,
And in it shall reign glory.
And likewise confidence with fidelity.
That it may contemplate its God to the full.^^
Explaining this interrelationship, Hadewijch says that when reason fails us in our
daily behavior and is obscured:
the will grows weak and powerless and feels an aversion to effort,
because reason does not enlighten it. Consequently the memory
loses its deep notions, and the joyous confidence, and the repeated
zealous intentions by which its confidence taught it to endure more
easily.
But, Hadewijch continues, in time God will give "light, constancy, and truth" to the
reason: "The reason will gain over the will, and thus new strength will remain with it.
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And the memory will find itself courageous when God with his omnipotence drives
away every sort of anguish and fear."
These representative sources indicate that the three powers of the soul were
widely recognized as the evidence of the image of God in humankind. Each person
existed in a three-tiered universe�heaven, earth, and hell�and all life was viewed as
created by God for his purposes. The fact of creation and of the image of God
being implanted within each person gave great significance to human beings. They
were not cogs in a small wheel; rather, each one was a small wheel very much like
the larger one. Carl Jung comments that the medieval man saw himself as "a
microcosm, a reflection of the great cosmos in miniature." He laments that modern
man has lost the conscious sense of this, though he retains it within himself, often in
an undefined way:
Not only is the image of the macrocosm imprinted upon him as a
psychic being, but he also creates this image for himself on an ever-
widening scale. He bears this cosmic "correspondence" within him by
virtue of his reflecting consciousness, on the one hand, and on the
other, thanks to the hereditary, archetypal nature of his instincts,
which bind him to his environment.^^
I take Jung's use of instinct to mean memory, as he assumes that created persons
bear the image of something greater within themselves. This was understood in the
medieval world, and while they did not stress the individual as we do, they knew that
personhood had great meaning, given by God. The implanted image was from God,
would return to God, and was cared for by God during a person's lifetime. God so
honored the beings he had made as to give them autonomous choice about their lives
on earth and about their eternal destiny.
While the church supposedly valued the three powers of the soul equally, to the
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masses it spoke most often to the memory, through traditional forms, and least often
to the understanding or reason. It appealed to the will by motivating people to do
what it demanded to secure their eternal salvation. The church was dealing with a
largely illiterate populace, and this fact combined with the unavailability of the Bible
and the political power of Rome led to considerable soul abuse, particularly in the
sale of indulgences and related practices that promised grace in exchange for money
or works.
A Changing World
The assumed value of the soul and its powers, and of the human person as God's
creation, was to change in the centuries that followed, as religious protest became
the Reformation, and intellectual advance became the Renaissance. These two
combined into what was later known as the EnUghtenment, with its deification of
humankind and loss of God. The soul was less likely to be defined in religious terms
than in intellectual, and eventually in psychological terms, even by the church. In
what was supposed to be the enlargement of the human potential, the soul shrank to
something separate from the functions of mind and will. While it might still include
the aesthetic, and surely the religious, there was less coherence in human functioning.
It was not quite clear just how God got in touch with the segments of the person,
except by something called "grace." But one thing was very clear�the human person
was no longer an individual who came from God and would return to him, or who
was able to find authentic meaning only as the image powers corresponded with the
Image in the Godhead.
As persons claimed more responsibility for themselves, and God's responsibility
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for them seemed to have lessened, people spoke increasingly of the ego functions.
While they were suffering loss within themselves, they were also taking to themselves
greater obligations than they could cope with. With more pressure from without, and
less perceived substance and resource within or available from God, life became
increasingly dreary.
The human soul did not appear to be rising up nearly as often or as high as in
the days of Catherine of Siena. Many people did not believe that ascent to God was
necessary or even possible. They had discovered new ways to define who they were.
The Modern World
Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel looked at our contemporary world and said:
This is a time to cry out.
One is ashamed to be human.
One is embarrassed to be called religious
in the face of religion's failure
to keep alive the image of God in the face of man. . . .
We have imprisoned God in our temples and slogans,
and now the word of God is dying on our lips.^^
I have lived through the transition from the modern to the post-modern era.
When I was growing up in Wheaton, Illinois, I did not know that we were akeady in
the modern world; life in our community seemed so Christian, and it was easy not to
know what was being said and done in other places.
I have always been interested in the self, or soul, and in personal potential. I
have also always been in the church and have not felt that I have heard adequate
definitions of the self, or seen adequate demonstrations of how it was to relate to
others in the body of Christ, or to those outside the church.
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It was only in my reading for classes at Asbury Seminary, and especially my
independent studies in spiritual formation, that I began to see that there was an
answer that could bring some definition to the matter of the self. I found it in the
writings of Teresa of Avila, John of the Cross, Bernard of Clairvaux, Catherine of
Siena, Hadewijch, and John Donne, all of whom thought in medieval categories,
which included the powers of the soul in the image of God, and a coherent universe.
I would suggest that once those categories and definitions were broken, and man
became the measure of all things, we entered the modern world. Details about town
and country, about the arts and sciences, about education and poverty, were
incidental to the overwhelming fact that the person was now considered to be other
than God's creation and made in his image, and for whom God would go to the
greatest lengths in the most personal manner to restore the image to its intended
form and functions.
There was no longer any consensus on God, much less humankind, to say nothing
of God's purposes for his creation. And so the seemingly lesser matter of how the
person was to view himself or to function in life was left to the humanities. Even
those who held to the belief that man was endowed with the image of God were
influenced by the categories and methods of science and philosophy. How could they
not be?
We are the heirs of Reformation and Renaissance thinking that led to the move
away from medieval categories. Some factors that formed the modern world are:
� the short shrift that Reformation leaders and their descendants gave to
tradition, which meant that memory was nearly abandoned as a functioning part of
person or church, and the mind and will were emphasized out of proportion.
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� the fractured form and less authoritative role of the church, so that it was often
seen as just another agency competing for public attention.
� the need to extend possibilities for spiritual growth to a much wider number of
people, now offering to the laity what before was often the preserve of the religious;
this in itself led to redefinition, because much of what was written about spiritual
decision and progress toward holiness seemed to assume that this would take place
in a cloistered or at least separated setting.
� the beginning and rise of publishing, which made the Bible and other Christian
resources available and stimulated education.
� the movement away from working in a proscribed community to a wider, less
personal world of trade and adventure.
� the rise of the middle class and hope for a better life.
� the potential of the Renaissance world and the promised freedom for those
who would enter it.
� the move from defined communities of relationship to more urban settings in
which the individual mattered to fewer people, and in which there was increasing
dependence on a society to do for citizens what a nobleman or churchman or family
member would have done before. In such a move to the impersonal, even the enemy
becomes faceless.
We are heirs of all that grew from the Reformation and Renaissance. And what
grew in a spiritual sense was greater diversity and more secularization which led to
less shared experience and language. This meant that more than ever, it was easier
for the church to speak in the language of the society�in an unknown tongue. And
in our own day, the language we hear is highly psychological, especially when
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speaking of the self. In the popular culture, this language is entertainment-oriented,
and one could assume that the self exists to be served by pleasure or comfort.
A major difference between us and our medieval forebears is that we do not feel
the same connectedness with the world as they seemed to. We do not sense the
coherence that they took for granted. Most of us do not assume that we experience
within ourselves, in miniature, the instincts of the cosmos.
In The Undiscovered Self, Carl Jung wrote about the uncertainty that most
modern people feel. Power has shifted from within to without, and the inner
buoyancy has decreased. Modern people don't know what the self is, nor do they
invest time in gaining self-knowledge. Society is organized by mass movements, and
even churches use this kind of organization, the very churches, Jung says:
whose care is the salvation of the individual soul. They too do not
appear to have heard anything of the elementary axiom of mass
psychology, that the individual becomes morally and spiritually inferior
in the mass, and for this reason they do not burden themselves
overmuch with their real task of helping the individual to achieve a
metanoia or a rebirth of the spirit. . . .
As experience unfortunately shows, the inner man remains
unchanged, however much community he has. His environment
cannot give him as a gift that which he can win for himself only with
effort and suffering. On the contrary, a favorable environment merely
strengthens the dangerous tendency to expect everything to originate
from outside. . . .
Resistance to the organized mass can be effected only by the man
who is as well organized in his individuality as the mass itself
Resistance to the gravity of societal pressure is effected only by the person who
is more sure of his or her own selfhood than the society seems to be sure of its
omnipotence. Only such a one can rise up as a person in relationship with other
selves and, most of all, in association with God, the Maker of the self, of all selves
and of their possibilities in this world and the next.
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Because modern man has such a lessened view of himself, as compared with
medieval man, and because, according to Jung, he is still imprinted with the
macrocosm and bears the cosmic "correspondence," his instincts which would work
for him if he recognized this correspondence now tend to pull him apart. . . . "The
forlomness of consciousness in our world is due primarily to the loss of instinct."
The further society moves from the value of all persons, the further it moves
from the value of any given person. The more standards of value there are, the less
any of them have meaning.
People used to be able to take for granted the benefits of a nominally Christian
society. However, that is no longer true. As Romano Guardini writes:
We know now that the modern world is coming to an end ... at the
same time, the unbeliever will emerge from the fogs of secularism.
He will cease to reap benefit from the values and forces developed by
the very Revelation he denies. . . . Loneliness in faith will be terrible.
Love will disappear from the face of the public world, but the more
precious will be that love which flows from one lonely person to
another .... The world to come will be filled with animosity and
danger, but it will be a world open and clean.
We see and hear the animosity reported in our nightly news. The world open
and clean does not seem to have yet appeared.
Advocates of the Soul
Who today speaks for the individual as created in the image of God? Various
kinds of people do. Many speak from their specializations, such as psychology or
sociology or medicine, and define the person in the terms of their science.
* One example of this that has seriously affected the church is the Christian
counseling movement, which arose in response to the many troubled people who
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were receiving no help from the church for particular problems. I would suggest that
many of these people were being inadequately defined by their churches, and then
moved to another kind of inadequate definition as they entered counseling. Because
the church has generally felt so unequipped to help people, many clergy have stepped
aside for the counselors, most of whom are very well intentioned, but who need to
work alongside the church. I beheve the prominence of counseling has in some
measure been a cause for the redefinition of the church in Protestantism.
* One of the most prominent advocacies of the individual as made in the image of
God is the support for the unborn child. This is also one of the few that reaches the
average person. Long before most Protestants said anything about abortion, the
Catholic Church was fighting the battle almost alone. During this time, speaking at a
mass celebrated on the Capitol Mall in Washington, D.C. in 1979, Pope John Paul
said:
I do not hesitate to proclaim before you and before the world that all
human life�from the moment of conception and through all
subsequent stages�is sacred, because human life is created in the
image and likeness of God. Nothing surpasses the greatness or
dignity of a human person.^�
There are a few others who speak for the individual, but their words most often
reach their own kind�intellectuals rather than lay people. It is good that they
express their concern, but it would be better if these concerns could be
communicated more widely.
* In an article in First Things, "Sex and the Single Life," Phihp Turner, Dean of
Berkeley Divinity School at Yale University, calls for a joining of the church's words
about sexuality to a pastoral emphasis on holiness of life. He claims that sexuaUty
has been so detached from the essence of personhood that many people see no
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moral or ethical implications to their behavior. Others pursue random sexual
behavior because of profound loneliness, which Turner attributes to "a failure in the
common life God intends for all men and women. The churches in America in many
ways simply contribute to this loneUness. Their common life too frequently is not
formed as a society of friends who share one Lord, one Faith, one Baptism.""" He
quotes Michel Foucault:
Sexuality now serves the same purpose as did the word soul in the
Middle Ages. At that time, soul provided its users with a way to unite
the various aspects of human identity and, in so doing, gave it
significance. It is now the function of the word sexuality to do the
same thing. Thus sexuality, self, and identity are closely linked. . . .
Denial of one's sexuality is akin to denial of oneself and so also one's
basic identity. It is, therefore, easy to understand why more and more
people believe that it is wrong to deny a sexual relation to oneself or
to anyone else simply on the basis of marital status, sexual orientation,
or gender identification. To do so is tantamount to denial of one's
sexuality and so oneself.^"
* The late Bruno Bettelheim, renowned psychologist, educator, and author,
connected individual memories and our ability to give hope to hurting people. He
was speaking with a young psychologist in training, who was lamenting that he had
such a short time to work with Bobby and some other abused children in his care.
He feared that they would slip back into their old ways once the therapy was over.
Bettelheim said to him:
Of course, you would Uke it to last longer, and it would be best for
Bobby if it could last for years. Still, what stays with all of us are the
positive memories we carry within. What you can do in two or three
months is to instill in this boy some hope that never before existed in
him: the hope that somewhere out there even for him there is the
possibility of something better, of someone who is good to him. You
might say that your goal is to find the home for him that he deserves.
Your saying "deserves" is very important because he doesn't believe he
deserves it. To create that hope is why you should indulge Bobby.^^
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* Harold Bloom, a Jewish agnostic and student of American religion, beUeves that
many churches and denominations may be moving in the direction of privatized
religion. He attributes this to their view of the self and the American desire for
freedom:
Freedom, in the context of the American Religion, means being alone
with God or with Jesus, the American God or the American Christ. . .
What makes it possible for the self and God to commune so freely is
that the self already is of God. . . . The American self is not the
Adam of Genesis but is a more primordial Adam. . . . Higher and
earlier than the angels, this true Adam is as old as God, older than
the Bible, and is free of time, unstained by mortality.^^
Bloom beUeves many churches are moving away from historic faith and becoming
more gnostic in their desire for freedom:
It is a knowing, by and of an uncreated self, of self-within-the-self, and
the knowledge that leads to freedom: from nature, time, history,
community, other selves. . . . Jesus is not so much an event in history
for the American Religionist as he is a knower of the secrets of God
who in return can be known by the individual.^^
* One of the most interesting recent authors to speak for the individual is the late
Walker Percy, a physician who left the practice of medicine to take up writing. In
his many novels he dealt with the importance of the person. He considered the
Christian scandal to be '"its emphasis on individual life. Without that scandalous
emphasis, anything goes, including the gas chambers."
Percy emphasized the importance of place as the setting for a person's
individuality. If we do not regard the placing of the person, we are likely to treat
all people the same, as Percy felt the liberals tend to do. He saw the blending of
immaterial and material natures as the combining of person through the soul, which
St. Thomas defines as "the substantial form of the body." Person is thus necessarily
situated circumstantially in a time and a place, a mystery Percy explores in his
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concern for the word, the sign. It is the concern that led him along the way to accept
the Word made flesh."^^
In his book. In Search ofSelf: Life, Death & Walker Percy, Jerome Taylor
discusses Percy's novels in hght of the influence Kierkegaard had on Percy and his
writing. Kierkegaard beheved that there are three stages of living: the aesthetic
stage in which a person lives for pleasure; the ethical stage which involves struggle
and victory, but not peace; and the spiritual stage which involves suffering but is a
miracle of grace that leads to peace. Because no one is able to meet the demands of
the ethical, the person of courage is often led on to the spiritual stage, even if he is
not in a religious mode at the time.
The way we reach that stage is to "choose despair" and then to repent of what we
are and to be sorry for what our failures have made us. When a person reaches that
stage, he is "able to take up the battle for himself with joy. He has begun to sense
himself in his 'eternal validity.'"^*
Choice then, in Kierkegaard's perception, is the key to selfhood.
Fundamentally necessary is the choice or acceptance of one's actual
state, as a being who is not intended to make it on his own. One's
sense of despair and fear of loss is what can enable the person to
accept his or her true condition. When he is willing so to accept,
when he chooses to, then he can move to a recovery of himself before
God. ... If someone puts off choosing until another has to choose
for him, then he has, to that extent, lost himself.^''
Writing of this loss of self in Love in the Ruins, Percy describes modern people in
the old south, who were Uving at the aesthetic stage, "'They enjoy their country club,
golf tournaments, and their "Bible Brunch" where they honor "Jesus Christ, the
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Greatest Pro of Them All." . . . Only in man does the self miss itself, fall from
itself.'"^�
* Catholic theologian Hans Urs von Balthasar writes about the meaning of the
individual in relation to Christ's uniqueness and suggests that unless the individual is
already completely vested with the image of God, the Incarnation has no saving
significance for us.
Jesus Christ, God become man, is the centerpoint of history. . . . But
this completion of the meaning of history in Christ is not to be
understood as though created nature had in it no immanent meaning,
no intelligibiUty, eidos, of its own, but only in Christ. ... It is not a
definition of the essence of man that he is a member of Christ; nor of
world history that it is co-existent (invisibly) with the history of the
Kingdom of God. It is only if a genuinely creaturely eidos is there
already, as an idea, that God's condescension to the plane of creatures
can involve that kenosis which it is described as being; and only then
does he, by his descent, raise up that eidos, with himself, without
destroying it, into the haven of eternal life.^'
* Thomas Merton, Cistercian monk who spent so many years in Kentucky, is
probably the closest to the medieval understanding about the self of the
contemporary authors I have read. An unusual book, Merton's Palace ofNowhere,
was written by his disciple and friend of many years, James Finley.
Merton leads us along the journey to God in which the self that
begins the journey is not the self that arrives. The self that begins is
the self that we thought ourselves to be. It is this self that dies along
the way until in the end "no one" is left. This "no one" is our true self.
It is the self that stands prior to all that is this or that. It is the self in
God, the self bigger than death yet born of death. It is the self the
Father forever loves . . . the true self in God as opposed to the false self
of egocentric desires. The task before us is a prayerful asking of Who
Am I, not relative to this or that aspect of my being, but rather who
am I ultimately before God?^�
The true self is not some obscure and hidden identity. . . . The
true self is rather our whole self before God. It is the self the Father
created us to become. It is the self in Christ ... the self that prays
truly is the true self. It is in prayer that we discover our own deepest
reality from which we have strayed like runaway children, becoming
strangers to ourselves.^ ^
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The idea that we find our true selves only in prayer is jarring to our modern
minds. We want to find ourselves along paths of our own making, and in forms that
are more familiar and predictable in their ends.
To find ourselves only in prayer means finding out also what we are really like,
where we have gone wrong, and then needing to confess the brokenness of the image
of himself that God has placed within us. Our sinfulness is not so much our acts,
according to Merton, but our very identity. "Sin is a fundamental stance of wanting
to be what we are not. . . . Adam is the paradigm of the false self."^^
To find our deepest reality in prayer means that we know ourselves as dependent
beings. But dependents give up much of their autonomy and personal prerogative to
the will and pleasure of another. As Finley says, "Prayer is a death to every identity
that does not come from God."^^
To find ourselves in prayer means giving up illusions�some that are private to us
as individuals, and others that are held by society. The place for shattering illusions
is the cross, where we find freedom. "The cross is the only liberation from the
servitude to the illusions which are packaged and sold in the world. "^^
Merton beheved that prayer was the fertile soil in which the insight into our true
self in God takes root and grows.^^
Just as the soul comes from God, so also does the means for finding the
authenticity of the soul or self come from God�in prayer that leads us to reaUty.
But the created image of God within us and the means for discovering it are all too
easily ignored in a society obsessed with speed and sound. What is wanted is a
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worshipful quiet in which we can look into the mirror and see the image reflected
with a grace that will also change us until we are more like the original Image of our
Creator.
This authentic kind of self-discovery is made alongside the discovery of who God
is and of what he intends for us. Protestantism needs to recover the story of
creation and re-creation as the whole of God's intention for the soul-selves he made
and loves so much. It involves more than "committing oneself to Jesus," more than
dealing with the obvious aspects of mind and body. For there is always mystery
when we look for the image within the Image, just as there is mystery in prayer. But
when we seek, there is also the promise that we will find.
Chapter 3
CATHERINE AS MYSTIC, THEOLOGIAN, AND WRITER
Catherine of Siena lived in Italy during a period which we call the High Middle
Ages (1100-1450). Within this span, there were many well-known mystics of the
church.
The great periods of mystical activity tend to correspond with the
great periods of artistic, material, and intellectual civilization. . . .
It is always as if (the mystics) were humanity's finest flower; the
product at which each great creative period of the race had aimed. . . .
Mysticism was not a retreat from the negative aspects of reality, but a
creative marshalling of energy in order to transform reality and one's
perception of it.^
Although the male mystics have been studied for centuries, we are just now
learning more about the women, since most of them were not as famous in their own
time as Catherine of Siena. And yet the women were a great spiritual force in the
High Middle Ages. One reason for this may be that while many endeavors in the
church were closed to them, the mystical experience was always open. The church
offered considerable benefits to the intelligent young woman�an opportunity to learn,
access to a library, privacy and quiet, and the chance to focus on the spiritual as
opposed to the details of an everyday life which was all-consuming in its difficulty.
Mystic
Catherine was the best known woman mystic of that period, and in his biography
of her, her confessor and friend, Raymond of Capua, offers insight into her standing
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at that time. "Saint Catharine of Sienna was to the fourteenth century what Saint
Bernard was to the twelfth; that is, the light and support of the Church."
Catherine was born in 1347 and had a saintly disposition from a very young age.
Before she was twelve years old, she promised that she would never take another
spouse, and it was believed that she was joined to her divine Spouse in a nuptial
ceremony performed by the Blessed Mother of Jesus. Her parents, unaware of this,
tried in subsequent years to obtain a husband for her, and were irritated at her lack
of cooperation.
A painting of Catherine's marriage to Christ, by Lorenzo da San Severino done
in the late fifteenth century, portrays Jesus as a baby on the lap of his mother and
surrounded by Saints Dominic, Augustine, and Demetrius of Spoleto. Catherine is
kneeling as the Infant Christ places a ring on her finger. This ring was thought by
some to symbolize her spiritual power.^
Raymond of Capua compares her with the Desert Fathers, as well as with Moses,
Elias, John the Baptist and Mary Magdalen, to show that there was none like her in
her own time. "The infinite power of him who sanctifies souls can give them, when it
seems to him good, a particular glory."^
In the beginning of her visions, the Lord appeared to Catherine and said:
Know, my daughter, what thou art and what I am; if thou learnest
these two things, thou shalt be truly blest: thou are what is not, and I
am the great I AM; if thy soul is deeply penetrated with this truth, the
enemy cannot deceive thee and thou wilt avoid all his snares; thou
wilt never consent to do anything against my commandments, and
thou wilt acquire without difficulty, grace, truth, and peace.^
Catherine later told Raymond:
The soul that comprehends its nothingness, and is convinced that all
its good comes from the Creator, resigns itself so perfectly and
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plunges itself so totally in God, that aU its activity is directed towards
him, and exercised in him. She is unwilling to come forth from the
centre in which she has found the perfection of happiness; and that
union of love which daily augments in her transforms her, so to speak,
into God so that she is incapable of entertaining other thoughts, or
other desires, or other love than love of him.^
Evelyn Underhill states that only the mystic can be called a whole person, since
in most people "half the powers of the self always sleep." Mystics "have roused the
Dweller in the innermost from its slumbers, and round it have unified their life.
Heart, Reason, Will are there in full action."^
Underhill considers Catherine of Siena the finest example of women mystics who
combined "spiritual transcendence with great practical ability."�
After spending three years of sohtude, Catherine began to realize that she would
have a more active life, and was afraid that she would lose the intimate contact with
God. He said to her, "Calm thyself, beloved daughter ... far from being desirous of
separating from thee, I desire to become more closely united to thee by charity
towards thy neighbor."'
Following this, she believed that Christ took her heart out of her and gave her
his heart. Next, he gave her his will. Then she received the sacred stigmata on her
hands, but only she could see its marks.
Suzanne Noffke, translator of the Dialogue, believes it is not really accurate to
consider the three years of sohtude only as a preparation for her later social action.
The transition was clearly unexpected, but once it had begun, a
gradual revision of lifestyle occurred: renewed family contacts, work at
home, ventures out to assist the poor with material help, and finally
work among the poor and sick. By the time the Dialogue was
composed, Catherine was preaching an active love for others as
inseparable from love for God.^�
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She prayed constantly for the peace of the church, and was instrumental in the
restoration of the papacy to Rome. Shortly before her death, she prayed that God
would take her body as a sacrifice for the church. She knew that God had heard
her, for from that moment, she no longer heard the interior voice of God, and the
popular sedition gradually calmed, while Catherine became ever more ill. She died
on April 29, 1380.
The doctor of theology who was to preach at her funeral "could never obtain
sufficient calm to allow him to proceed; he said merely to those who were hstening
to him: 'This privileged Virgin has no need of our preaching and eulogy; she speaks,
and declares it convincingly herself.'"^ ^
When Pope Paul VI conferred the title of Doctor of the Church on Catherine, on
October 4, 1970 in Siena, he spoke of her efforts "to induce the Pope to return to his
rightful place, Rome. The success which she finally achieved in this was truly the
masterpiece of her work."^^
He then mentioned her two titles which justified the conferring of the Doctorate.
The first was the title of sanctity; the second "the pecuhar excellence of her doctrine."
While she did not write theology with the "apologetic vigour and the theological
boldness" of the ancient works, she possessed an "infused wisdom" which combined
with her natural gifts and "a charism of wisdom from the Holy Spirit, a mystic
charism." In her writings we see the "charisms of exhortation of the word of wisdom
and the word of knowledge which Saint Paul describes as being in operation in some
faithful belonging to early Christian communities."^^
Speaking of her ascetical and mystical teaching. Pope Paul said:
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It seems to Us that Catherine is the mystic of the incarnate Word,
above all of Jesus Crucified. . . . She was the one who exalted the
redeeming power of the adorable Blood of the Son of God. . . . The
Saint saw that Blood of the Saviour continually flowing in the sacrifice
of the Mass and in the Sacraments. . . We may therefore say that
Catherine was the mystic of the mystical Body of Christ, that is of the
Church.^'*
In his book. The Mystics of Siena, Piero Misciattelli comments on the mysticism
of Catherine, caUing it
constructive, not like that of the German mystics, who wasted their
own spiritual forces in the abyss of the Indefinite.
Cathohc mysticism is classic, and the visions which arose through
it and reached to the height of ecstatic raptures were always described
with great precision, and with that clearness which is a distinguishing
quahty of the Latin and Catholic mind.
Catherine required order in love. In fact she wrote: "The soul
that loves in a disorderly way becomes insupportable to itself.
Disorderly love is self-love."
Theologian
Catherine was not an educated woman, and learned to read and write as an
adult. However, she was acquainted with the Scripture and the Fathers of the
church.
Catherine was a remarkably intelligent and perceptive person with a
capacity for attentive listening and with a retentive memory. With the
aid of her intellectual gifts she would have reflected prayerfully on
what she heard, the Holy Spirit's gift of wisdom enabling her to taste
its truth. . . .
Her theology as presented in her writings can thus be regarded as
a manifestation of her freely-given human cooperation with the Holy
Spirit's action not only in her intellect but in her whole being. . . .
She contradicts the assumption that theology is a highly
specialized and abstract study reserved for academic experts. . . .
What strikes us in the first place about Catherine's theological
content is that its starting-point is not a theory about God, but the
human situation as she personally experiences it. For this reason her
theology can be described broadly as a self-understanding that
becomes a God-understanding, which in turn leads to further self-
understanding.
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Marie Walter Flood finds evidence of the doctrines of St. Thomas Aquinas in
Catherine's writings, something Pope Paul also mentioned when he named her
Doctor of the Church. Flood says that Catherine's teachings in the Dialogue focus
mainly on
the Trinity; the Blood of the Crucified Lamb; the church; the Bridge
rising toward beatitude in the Trinity; and the fruits of the Blood in
eternal glory. The fundamental truth in Catherine's doctrine is that of
the Trinity: all else has its origin there and converges toward it.^^
Writer
Although Catherine of Siena was not formally educated, she is compared with
both Dante and Petrarca in the quality of her literary production.
Nearly four hundred of her letters have been preserved, and they were written to
all sorts of people:
Her correspondents include a Romagnole mendicant in Florence, a
Jewish ursurer in Padua, no less than two Sovereign Pontiffs and three
Kings. Leaders of armies, rulers of Italian repubUcs, receive her
burning words and bow to her inspired will, no less than private
citizens seeking her counsel in the spiritual life, or simple monks and
hermits in their cells striving to find the way of perfection. She can
warn a Queen: "Instead of a woman, you have become the servant and
slave of nothingness, making yourself the subject of lies and of the
demon who is their father"; whUe she bids the wife of a tailor: "Clothe
1ft
yourself in the royal virtues."
In addition to her letters she wrote a book known as the Dialogue, which she
called "my book" and also "'the book in which I found some recreation.'"^' The
Dialogue was intensely personal to Catherine's spirituahty, and yet proceeded from
her love of the church.
Toward the end of Gregory's papacy she writes to Raymond of a
mystical experience in which God asks her to offer herself anew for
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this wounded bride�an invitation which so deeply affected her that she
made it the basis for her book, the Dialogiie}^
About the writing of this book, Raymond of Capua said:
So about two years before her death, such a clarity of Truth was
revealed to her from heaven that Catherine was constrained to spread
it abroad by means of writing, asking her secretaries to stand ready to
take down whatever came from her mouth as soon as they noticed
that she had gone into ecstasy. Thus in a short time was composed a
certain book that contains a dialogue between a soul who asks the
Lord four questions, and the Lord himself who rephes to the soul,
enlightening her with many useful truths.^^
The book was thought to be one continuous narrative which Catherine's disciples
broke into sections for greater clarity. Even so, there is much repetition and a style
of writing and thinking that is described as "layer upon layer."
Catherine's logic follows a relentless pattern of "layering" in which she
restates her arguments frequently, but almost always with the addition
and integration of new elements. The integration is so intense that
even seemingly incompatible metaphors become inextricably
joined.^^
Commenting on Catherine's imagery, Mary O'Driscoll says:
When she uses an image or a symbol she invites us to enter with her
into its meaning, to experience its transforming power and allow
ourselves to be challenged by the possibilities for growth which it
proposes. Through this process we are offered new ways of perceiving
reality and Uving our lives, for by the power of the image, we have
been put in touch in a new way with God's activity in our world.^^
Much of Catherine's imagery was drawn from the Bible, and was shaped in forms
recognizable to her contemporaries. Some images were drawn from common life, but
were easily supported by Scripture.
In the patristic and medieval periods, allegory was looked upon not as
a fUght of fancy, but as a method of penetrating into a deeper level of
the sacred text, based on the structure of reaUty and the very nature
of the psyche. According to this perspective, God, in creating the
universe, imprinted certain spiritual meanings into physical symbols.
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which could be discerned by heightened spiritual sensibility nourished
by Scripture and tradition.
I chose to deal with Catherine's imagery, because I see images as a vivid and
powerful way to express truth and to teach. In an image, we not only are told the
concept, but we also are able to see the relationships of the truth because of the
relationships within the physical objects. We can see the stairs leading up to the
bridge; we can taste the bitter medicine; we can feel the soil in which the good tree
grows; we can smell the salt sea; we can hear the shepherd whistle for the dog of
conscience. While such a treatment of Catherine's work cannot include all her
theological implications, it does touch on her principal teachings and beliefs about
the soul or self.
In considering Catherine's imagery for the self in relation to God, I am beginning
with the Bridge, since that is the longest and most detailed group of images. The
beginning of chapter 4 is a composite of all the imagery, followed by a breakdown of
the individual pictures.
The Bridge leads us to the Cell of Self-Knowledge and then to the Mirror of the
Image. Following these are several minor images which are all intricately tied to the
primary ones.
The italicized numbers which follow quotations refer to pages in Suzanne
Noffke's translation of the Dialogue, published by Paulist.
Chapter 4
THE BRIDGE
Long ago, a wide road ran between the terrestrial city and the celestial city. But
the few who were there to walk on it did not regard the road as they should have,
and broke it so that there was no longer a way between the cities.
The Lord God was offended at this and sent rains which covered the land so that
the roadway became a raging sea that continues in tumult even to our own time.
When the few realized what they had done, it was too late, for there was no
other way to the celestial city. The Lord God took pity on them and made a
temporary bridge on which they might cross.
After much time, the Lord God erected a sohd bridge over the raging sea, one so
sturdy that it stands even today and will as long as time lasts.
No longer are there just the few, but many who are needing to ascend to the
bridge so that they may cross over the raging waters. When they look at the height
of the bridge and the danger of the sea, many of them are afraid, and also unsure
how to ascend to the bridge. But the Lord God has made a sure way for them to
climb.
Three stairs lead up to the bridge, and pilgrims spend time on each one, to learn
its meaning. For the three stairs are named for quahties the Lord God placed in the
people who broke the road so long ago. These are the three powers of the soul
which the earher people disregarded but could not destroy, understanding, memory.
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and will. These powers are in everyone as gifts of grace from the Lord God who
desires that all will ascend to the bridge and begin the crossing to the celestial city.
However, there are many who refuse to cross the bridge. They are so attached
to their wealth, their status, and their famUy that these have become their identity.
They want what they do not have, but fear the loss of what they do possess.
Others want to cross over, but are discouraged by the winds and potential danger
and turn back. And still others throw themselves into the sea and die.
For those who do approach the bridge, the danger is greatest when they begin to
climb onto the first stair, for then they are nearest the raging sea. But once on that
stair, even though the waters are washing up on them, they have reached a safety
they have never before known. The world they left was hazardous and dark; now
they will be safe, and also in the company of other pilgrims journeying to the
celestial city.
As the traveler stands on the first step, he begins to realize that he has much to
learn about this bridge that is like no other, for it was built by love from the very life
of the Lord God. To travel this bridge will take all the years of his life, and all the
energies of his understanding, memory, and will. The Lord God made the bridge
from his love of all people. Now he wants them to love him and all others he has
created.
When the pilgrim is on the first step, and then on the second, he begins to feel
an intense thirst and then a hunger. The raging water is lapping fiercely at the first
stair, but it cannot satisfy his thirst; the bread he brought with him is now stale.
Then someone directs his gaze upward to the bridge, where he sees a small
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house, a hostelry into which people are entering for a short time and then leaving.
And those on the stair above him tell him that he will receive what he desires for his
thirst and hunger in the hostelry.
The pilgrim looks around at the structure of the bridge walls formed from
unusual stones that are set with a kind of mortar he has never seen before. As he
looks up, he sees a beautiful but scarred gate through which he must pass, before he
enters onto the bridge itself. Above the bridge is a roof to shelter the pilgrims from
the winds and rains.
He looks to his fellow travelers and sees so many kinds of people that he
wonders why they are all on this journey together. There is no such society in the
land from which he came, and he knows that he must change the way he thinks
about many of these people, if he is to travel with them peacefully for such a long
time. For a moment he wonders about returning to the land from which he came,
but then he looks down and sees that the danger of going back is great, not only
from the raging sea, but also from returning to a place that he knew he must leave.
As he sets his face toward the celestial city, he begins to realize that he carries
with him his own small city, the city of himself, his soul, which has three gates, his
will, his understanding and his memory. The largest and most secure of these gates
is his will, for this crossing cannot be made without his consent. And when his
understanding and memory falter and wish to return, his will must guard them and
keep him on his journey.
Our pilgrim has entered into a way of Ufe that seems strange to him�on a
suspended roadway where all the things he needs must be given to him. They come
from the celestial city that daUy makes provision for all the travelers. He wonders
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about the supply�^whether it will be enough for the many pilgrims on the bridge now,
and those yet approaching the first stair. In the past, he provided for himself, and he
isn't sure he likes being in a dependent state.
As he looks back to the shore, he sees some people fishing in the raging waters.
They have a curious sort of hook on their line�shining and bright with color, similar
to the stones in the walls of the bridge. He will ask what they are doing�slater. For
now, he must satisfy his hunger and thirst.
WHAT THE BRIDGE IN ALL ITS PARTS SIGNIFIES
God told Catherine:
I have made a bridge of the Word, my only-begotten Son. ... By
Adam's sinful disobedience the road was so broken up that no one
could reach everlasting life. Since they had no share in the good for
which I had created them, they did not give me the return of glory
they owed me, and so my truth was not fulfilled. What is this truth?
That I had created them in my image and likeness so that they might
have eternal hfe, sharing in my being and enjoying my supreme
eternal tenderness and goodness. But because of their sin they never
reached this goal and never fulfilled my truth, for sin closed heaven
and the door of my mercy. Dialogue, 58
It was Adam's sin that caused the flooding river that broke up the roadway. It
was the obedience of Christ, the second Adam, that joined with our humanity to
make a new road. And there is no Ufe for anyone except as they cross this road
joining "the earth of your humanity with the greatness of the Godhead." 59 The
bridge could not have been made from the materials of earth alone because they
were infected with sin.
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This bridge rises very high above the earth, and it was raised to this height when
Christ "was lifted up on the wood of the most holy cross." 65 This is what
Jesus meant when he said, "If I am lifted up high I will draw everything to myself'
(John 12:32).
Seeing that we could be lifted in no other way, God "made of that cross an anvil
where this child of humankind could be hammered into an instrument to release
humankind from death." 65 Those who are on the bridge are walking on a
cross made on the anvil of God's mercy. For God's purpose is to join "the most high
with the most lowly." 68
The Walls and Roof of the Bridge
The bridge has stone walls and roof, so that travelers will be sheltered from the
rain and wind. The stones are virtues which could be put into a bridge only after
Jesus died on the cross. The temporary bridge that God made had no such walls and
roof.
The precious stones of virtue are held together by a mortar that is tempered with
the blood of Christ. This pictures the blending of the humanity of Jesus with the
divinity of God by "the strong heat of burning love." 66 It is the shining stones of
virtue that the fishermen are using as hooks to draw others up onto the bridge. 307
The foundation for the bridge is Christ, and the stones are built upon that base.
Because it is from the kindness of God that the walls and roof of the bridge are
put in place, pilgrims are truly "sheltered by the mercy that came down from
heaven." 66
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The Gate and Key
Just as Christ is the bridge, so he is also the gate at the end of the bridge that
leads into heaven. And heaven is opened with the key of his blood. The doorman
of the gate is Truth�as Christ said of himself, "I am the way, the truth, and the
life"�and so the one who enters into the hght of the celestial city gains eternal life.
The pilgrim also carries a key�of obedience, for unless he ascends to the bridge
and walks all the way to the gate, he will not be able to enter. God does not save us
without our willingness and participation. As he told Catherine, "My Son's having
made of himself a bridge for you could not bring you to life unless you make your
way along that bridge." 59
As a vault needs two identical keys, so the celestial city opens only when the key
of Christ's blood, signifying his obedience to the Father, and key of our obedience
are identical, not in strength or size, but in their shaping to the love and desire of
God.
Before Christ came the key of obedience had rusted, but the key shed its rust in
the precious blood of Christ so that it could unlock the gate. The keys to this blood
are now held by the descendants of the apostles to whom Christ gave authority for
his kingdom on earth, for the binding and loosing of sins. These followers serve as
Christ on earth.
The Raging River
Below the bridge the river rages on, the constant turmoil and danger caused by
the sin of one and then of many. The devil invites people into the water of
death . . .
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for that is what he is in himself. He blinds them with the pleasures
and honors of the world. He catches them with the hook of pleasure
under the guise of good. There is indeed no other way he could catch
them, for they would not let themselves be caught unless they found
some good or pleasure in it for themselves, because the soul by its
very nature always craves what is good. 89
Every person is caught up in the maelstrom of the sea "because not one of you,
for all your righteousness, could reach eternal life." 58 There will always be some
who, "because of their selfishness and disordered love," want to remain near the
river. 102 "And since there is no restraining the water, no one can cross through it
without drowning." 67 Still, God continues to point us to the bridge that joins the
earth of "humanity with the greatness of the Godhead." 59
The Stairs
The three stairs leading up to the bridge represent the three powers of the
soul�memory, understanding, and will. These are the print of the image of God in
humankind and are the means by which God calls the soul to rise up.
However these three powers also have negative effect, for understanding can be
deluded by the world's pleasures, the will can love what it should not love, and the
memory can hold on to things that are apart from God. 104
God told Catherine that the understanding "is the most noble aspect of the soul,"
in that it is moved by and nourishes affection. Affection in turn fills the memory and
these together stimulate the will to desire.
The soul cannot hve without love. She always wants to love something
because love is the stuff she is made of, and through love I created
her. This is why I said that it is affection that moves the
understanding, saying, as it were, "I want to love because the food I
feed on is love." And the understanding, feeling itself awakened by
affection, gets up, as it were, and says, "If you want to love, I will give
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you something good that you can love." And at once it is aroused by
the consideration of the soul's dignity and the indignity into which she
has fallen through her own fault. In the dignity of her existence she
tastes the immeasurable goodness and uncreated love with which I
created her. And in the sight of her own wretchedness she discovers
and tastes my mercy, for in mercy I have lent her time and drawn her
out of darkness. 103-104
Catherine compares the stairs to parts of Jesus' body. The first stair is the feet,
symbohzing the affections, and where she strips herself of sin. The second stair is his
side, in which she begins to feel love, and where she dresses herself in love for virtue.
The third stair is his mouth, where she finds peace "from the terrible war she had to
wage because of her sins." 64
When the soul has come to know and love God, the will or desire is stripped of
selfish love and the soul rises above itself. It moves then to the enhghtenment of
the mind
which sees itself reflected in the warmhearted love I have shown you
in Christ crucified. Then you find peace and quiet, for memory is
filled with my love and no longer empty. You know that when
something is empty it resounds if you strike it, but not so when it is
full. So when the memory is filled with light from understanding and
the overflowing love of the will, even though troubles and the
pleasures of the world strike it, it will not resound with inordinate
gladness or impatience. For it is filled with me, and I am all
good. 108
When the three powers are gathered together, they thirst for the hving water that
Christ promised. They cross the bridge and run after his truth.
The three stairs are also compared to three stages of the soul that are
reminiscent of the four degrees of love about which Bernard of Clairvaux wrote in
On Loving God. Catherine calls the first stage imperfect, the second more perfect,
and the third most perfect. "The first is a mercenary, the second my faithful servant.
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and the third my child who loves me with no regard for selfish interests." She adds a
fourth stage, which is perfect union with God. 137
Bernard's four degrees are: 1. When man loves himself for his own sake.
2. When man loves God for his own good. 3. When man loves God for God's sake.
4. When man loves himself for God's sake.
Of the fourth degree Bernard says: "To love in this way is to become hke God.
. . . When will this be? Who will see this? Who will possess it?" He questions
whether it is possible for any but the few this side of heaven.^
Catherine says that the perfect soul has climbed "the three ordinary stairs" which
are the soul's three powers, and "the three effectual stairs" which are the body of
Christ crucified. When she reaches his side, she finds the secret of his heart, and
comes to know "the baptism of water that has within it the power of the blood,
provided the soul's vessel is ready to receive the grace of being joined and kneaded
into the blood." 138
There is such a unity in the three powers of the soul that they work together in
pleasing or offending God. If memory, understanding, and will
are harmoniously united in my name, everything else you do, in fact
or in intention, will be drawn to union with me in peace through the
movement of love, because all will be lifted up in the pursuit of
crucified love. So my Truth indeed spoke truly when he said, "If I am
lifted up high, I will draw everything to myself." For everything you do
will be drawn to him when he draws your heart and its powers.
What he said is true also in the sense that everything was created
for your use, to serve your needs. But you who have the gift of
reason were not made for yourselves but for me, to serve me with
all your heart and all your love. So when you are drawn to me,
everything is drawn with you, because everything was made
for you. 65-66
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The Hostelry
As the traveler has been climbing, he has felt both hunger and thirst. As he
reaches the third step of peace, he finds "the hostelry of holy Church is there to
serve the bread of life and the blood, lest the journeying pilgrims, my creatures, grow
weary and faint on the way." 66 The bread which is offered is the divinity of Christ
"kneaded into the clay of your humanity like one bread." 65 The blood is the life
blood of Christ shed on the cross.
In the hostelry, the traveler can rest, for there is a bed as well as a table, food,
and a waiter eager to serve him. God tells Catherine:
I am their bed and table. This gentle loving Word is their food,
because they taste the food of souls in this glorious Word and because
he himself is the food I have given you: his flesh and blood, wholly
God and wholly human, which you receive in the sacrament of the
altar, estabhshed and given to you by my kindness while you are
pilgrims and travelers, so that you may not slacken your pace because
of weakness, nor forget the blessing of the blood poured forth for you
with such burning love, but may be constantly strengthened and filled
with pleasure as you walk.
The Holy Spirit, my loving charity, is the waiter who serves them
my gifts and graces. This gentle waiter carries to me their tender
loving desires, and carries back to them the reward for their labors,
the sweetness of my charity for their enjoyment and nourishment.
So you see, I am their table, my Son is their food, and the Holy
Spirit who proceeds from me the Father and from the Son waits
on them. 145-146
He said that the Son was such a fountain because "when the divine nature was
joined with the human nature, he became the fountain holding me, the source of
Uving water." 106 Those who climb the stairs are to carry their hearts
Uke a vessel emptied of every desire and every disordered earthly
love. . . . the heart is a vessel that cannot remain empty. As soon as
you have emptied it of all those transitory things you loved
inordinately, it is filled with air�that is, with a gentle heavenly divine
love that brings you to the water of grace. And once you have arrived
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there you pass through the gate, Christ crucified, to enjoy that hving
water�for now you find yourself in me, the sea of peace. 109
Once the pilgrim has filled his vessel with the hving water, he cannot draw back
and say, '"My position or my children or other earthly obstacles keep me from
following this way.' Nor can the difficulties you encounter along the way excuse
you. . . . Rise up above yourself." 110-111
It is as if this gentle loving Word,
my Son, were saying to you:
"Look, I have made the road
and opened the gate for you with my blood.
Do not fail, then, to follow it.
Do not sit down to rest out of self-concern. . . .
Do not presume to choose your own way of serving
instead of the one I have made for you
in my own person, eternal Truth, incarnate Word,
the straight way hammered out with my own blood."
Get up, then, and follow him,
for no one can come to me the Father
except through him.
He is the way and the gate through whom
you must enter into me, the sea of peace. 188
The Upper Room
In Catherine's image, Christ incarnate was the Uving bridge. After Pentecost, the
church received the "bridgeway of his teaching." 70 But on Ascension Day, as Christ
rose to heaven, the bridge moved to a vertical position, in which it stayed for the
next ten days.
When my only-begotten Son returned to me forty days after his
resurrection, this bridge was raised high above the earth. For he left
your company and ascended to heaven by the power of my divine
nature to sit at his eternal Father's right hand. On the day of his
ascension the disciples were as good as dead, because their hearts had
been Ufted up to heaven along with my Son, who is Wisdom. 68
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During these ten days, while the bridge was absent from them, the disciples
withdrew to the Upper Room, which Catherine calls the house of self-knowledge.
There they waited and prayed for the One who had been promised. She explains
this waiting in a section on the Four Stages of Perfection, which also seem drawn
from Bernard's Four Levels of Love. Here the house of self-knowledge is a place we
Uve in continually, similar to the cell of self-knowledge.
Catherine hears God say, "I withdraw my presence from you so that you will shut
yourself in the house of self-knowledge, where you will acquire all perfection. But
then I return to you with even greater light and knowledge of my truth." 122
Again, God says to her, "Oh, how delightful to the soul and pleasing to me is holy
prayer made in the house of self-knowledge and knowledge of me." 123
Speaking of the fear of the disciples in the Upper Room, God says to her:
After my Truth had returned to me in his humanity, Peter and the
others hid away at home and waited for the Holy Spirit to come as
my Truth had promised he would. They remained locked up because
of their fear. For the soul is always afraid until she has attained true
love. But they persevered in watching and in constant humble prayer
until they were filled with the Holy Spirit. Then they lost all their
fear, and they followed and preached Christ crucified. 119
Because "the soul cannot stand still," because she moves either forward or
backward, this time in the house of self-knowledge is crucial in regard to intention
and prayer. The humility and openness to God and his gifts that are evidenced
will bear result in God's abundance after he again makes himself present to
the soul. 130
When the Holy Spirit came on the Day of Pentecost, one of his actions was "to
firm up the road" of Christ's teaching. 70 Now the bridge leads "to the very
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height of heaven," but is accessible to us; it is the road over which we walk on our
way to our final destination. Catherine urges her followers to travel "on the bridge,
not underneath it. For the way beneath the bridge is not the way of truth but of
falsehood." 71
The extended metaphor of the bridge is filled with rough wood of the bridge and
gate, with the shining stones of the walls, with raging sea and living fountain, with
mortar and blood and bread, with the metal of key and vessel, with bed and
table�^with textured actualities of our world that help us to see and feel the reahties
of another world that has joined with ours.
In this one larger image, Catherine has presented the whole gospel, the entire
journey that begins in our lostness and ends with our arrival in the celestial city,
because we have walked the bridge God has in love provided for us.
Chapter 5
THE CELL OF SELF-KNOWLEDGE
In Camus' novel The Fall, the narrator draws us a portrait of modern man:
A single sentence will suffice for modern man: he fornicated and read
the papers. After that vigorous definition, the subject will be, if I may
say so, exhausted. . . . When one has no character one has to apply a
method. . . . Ah, mon ami, do you know what the solitary creature is
like as he wanders in the big cities? . . . Ah, mon cher, for anyone
who is alone, without God and without a master, the weight of days is
dreadful. Hence one must choose a master, God being out of style. .
. . They beheve solely in sin, never in grace. They think of it, to be
sure. Grace is what they want�acceptance, surrender, happiness. . . }
As he talks, the narrator recalls the day of his downfall in Paris, from being a
successful lawyer to when he had to admit his wrongdoing and guilt. He compares
the feeling to a medieval prison cell:
I had to live in the little-ease. To be sure, you are not familiar with
that dungeon cell that was called the little-ease in the Middle Ages.
In general, one was forgotten there for hfe. That cell was
distinguished from others by ingenious dimensions. It was not high
enough to stand up in nor yet wide enough to he down in. One had
to take an awkward manner and live on the diagonal; sleep was a
collapse, and waking a squatting. Mon cher, there was genius�and I
am weighing my words�in that so simple invention. Every day through
the unchanging restrictions that stiffened his body, the condemned
man learned that he was guilty, and that innocence consists in
stretching joyously.^
In bright contrast to Camus, a man of faith, Viktor Frankl, wrote of his suffering
in a German concentration camp, his cell, and of the freedom that any person could
maintain, even when interred:
The experiences of camp life show that man does have a choice of
action. There were enough examples, often of heroic nature, which
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proved that apathy could be overcome, irritability suppressed. Man
can preserve a vestige of spiritual freedom, of independence of mind,
even in such terrible conditions of psychic and physical stress. . . .
Everything can be taken from a man but one thing: the last of the
human freedoms�to choose one's attitude in any given set of
circumstances, to choose one's own way.^
When Frankl was released after the war, he walked through the countryside
hstening to the birds sing and taking in "the freedom of space."
I stopped, looked around, and up to the sky�and then I went down on
my knees. At that moment there was very little I knew of myself or
of the world�I had but one sentence in mind�always the same: "I
called to the Lord from my narrow prison and He answered me in the
freedom of space."'*
It was the seventeenth-century poet Richard Lovelace who wrote, "Stone walls do
not a prison make nor iron bars a cage." I beheve Catherine employed the image of
the cell as a place of freedom. She used a word famUiar to the monastics of her
time, for many of them lived in places they called cells. In the metaphor of a
confining space, Catherine wanted to take her followers to the most spacious
freedom of relationship with their Maker and Redeemer.
A soul rises up, restless with tremendous desire for God's honor and
the salvation of souls. She has for some time exercised herself in
virtue and has become accustomed to dwelhng in the cell of self-
knowledge in order to know better God's goodness toward her, since
upon knowledge follows love. And loving, she seeks to pursue truth
and clothe herself in it. 25
Catherine received several reasons from the Lord for dwelling in the cell of self-
knowledge:
to know better God's goodness toward her,
to pursue truth and clothe herself in it
to rise above the darkness in perfect contempt 307
to attain the love of friendship and filial love
to learn contempt for sensual passion and for pleasure in her own
consolation 135
to wait upon the Lord for the fire of charity 136
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to spend the treasure God gives 363
to be clothed in hght that discerns darkness 363
to be constantly born anew in the stable of self-knowledge 320
to know God's mercy in the blood of his Son 118
to come to the house of self-knowledge and continuous prayer 122
to come to know that she is nothing in herself 168
to arrive at virtue, especially in time of temptation 88
to rise up from imperfection by awaiting God's providence 136
In the house of self-knowledge, the soul comes to know that she is nothing, that
she cannot rid herself of her troubles and sins. "So in this way she is humbled in
true self-knowledge, and in the light of holy faith she runs to me, God eternal." 168
The cell, the house, the stable of self-knowledge is home to the soul. And the
most important thing that takes place there is the twofold knowledge of the self and
of God. "I told you in the beginning that one comes to knowledge of the truth
through self-knowledge. But self-knowledge alone is not enough: it must be seasoned
by and joined with knowledge of me within you." 158
Camus was in possession of self-knowledge, and yet it led him to despair and
cynicism. Frankl was in possession of self-knowledge and also the knowledge of God
and was led to thanksgiving and freedom.
In our own time, because self-knowledge has tended more and more toward the
psychological, there has been a void in what should be a spiritual pursuit, complete
with regular confession of sin, guided by those who care for the soul and for the total
person.
A cell is thought of as being a dark and damp place. Yet for Catherine it was a
place of hght and spaciousness. She did not hve in a monastic cell, and used the
word figuratively, the cell being a place where one can at all times be with God. It
was not a cramped space for Catherine, but a place of freedom and mcreasing
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liberation from anything that would keep her from becoming what God saw that she
could be. She knew the goodness of Camus' "stretching joyously," not from
innocence but from forgiveness and grace.
Catherine liked to picture the inner dwelling as a well
of clear water under the muddy earth. The earth is our misery, but
deeper than this surges the clear water of God's love. "So let us enter
into the depths of that well . . . and dwell there." In another
particularly gentle image she compares the dwelhng of self-knowledge
to the sepulcher which held the Lord. Magdalen was unable to push
away the rock by herself; but as soon as she acknowledged her
weakness, the huge stone was no longer an obstacle, and the Lord
himself was present to her. Like the immense rock, our sin weighs
heavUy upon us, yet if we wait trustfully in the "sepulcher of self-
knowledge," the burden of our sin recedes and we find Christ himself
risen and radiant within us.^
In a letter to Don Giovanni de Sabbatini of Bologna, Catherine spoke of how we
become so attracted to the beauty of the inner dwelling
that once and for all we pull up stakes, pack our belongings and
transfer all that we are and have into this cell, our true home. Once
moved in, we will never want to leave. As Catherine had invited her
own friends to hve in this most wonderful of homes, she surely
extends the same invitation now to us: "Let's not put off any longer
our move into this holy dwelling of self-knowledge. We so need this,
and it is so pleasant for us because . . . God's boundless goodness is
there."^
Perhaps the most important thing that Catherine learned in the cell of self-
knowledge was that God is vastly different from humankind, that God is complete,
whole, and not dependent. He said to Catherine:
Know that no one can escape my hands, for I am who I am, whereas
you have no being at all of yourselves. What being you have is my
doing: I am the Creator of everything that has any share in being.
But sin is not of my making, for sin is nonbeing. Sin is unworthy of
any love, then, because it has no part in me. Therefore, my creatures
offend me when they love sin, which they should not love. . . . But
they cannot escape me. . . . 56
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In Raymond of Capua's biography of Catherine, he describes the beginning of
her visions, as the Lord appeared to her and said:
Know, my daughter, what thou art and what I am; if thou learnest
these two things, thou shalt be truly blest: thou art what is not, and I
am the great I AM; if thy soul is deeply penetrated with this truth, the
enemy cannot deceive thee and thou wilt avoid all his snares; thou
wilt never consent to do anything against my commandments, and
thou wilt acquire without difficulty, grace, truth, and peace/
Catherine prayed to the Father, "You alone are who you are, and whatever
being I have and every other gift of mine I have from you, and you have given it all
to me for love, not because it was my due." 273-274
And yet later, in speaking to Catherine of his providence, God said to her:
Everything was made by me, and without me nothing can exist.
Therefore, if it is beauty you want, I am beauty.
If you want goodness, I am goodness,
for I am supremely good.
I am wisdom. I am kind; I am compassionate;
I am the just and merciful God.
I am generous, not miserly.
I give to those who ask of me,
open to those who knock in truth,
and answer those who call out to me.
I am not ungrateful but grateful
and mindful to reward those who will toil for me,
for the glory and praise of my name.
I am joyiful, and I keep the soul
who clothes herself in my will in supreme joy.
I am that supreme providence who never
betrays my servants' hope in me in soul or body. 290
This relation of the soul to God is one of profound humility and freedom. God
gives what we do not have, and as we receive, we then can give what he wants from
us�a unity with himself, and then an extension of himself through us into our world,
that is patterned after the obedience of Christ.
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When the soul has come to the third stage, "of perfection in which she both
tastes and gives birth to charity in the person of her neighbor," she does not abandon
the house of self-knowledge, but is now able to extend the virtues learned there to
her neighbors.
Catherine's knowledge of herself and of God came first from the church, but it
was far more than that. Within her cell she made a place to receive God and there
she came to know him and then herself in a most personal way.
In our own time, when we talk about a personal relationship with Jesus Christ,
we hear very httle about deep knowledge of God as he is in the Trinity, or about the
self-knowledge that is tied to the mirroring of the Trinity in our own persons.
In Catherine's belief, the creative and redeeming acts were necessarily tied, if
people were to attain salvation. That meant it was important to know the Creator
and Redeemer, and also to know the one created and in need of redemption.
In the cell of self-knowledge, the soul learns her true goals in hfe. The first goal
is God himself, and then what God wants. Catherine begins her Prologue this way,
"A soul rises up, restless with tremendous desire for God's honor and the salvation of
souls." In the cell of self-knowledge, the glory of God and the loving reach of God's
glory to people who still need salvation become one priority.
In a letter to Raymond, Catherine wrote, "'You will be able to have the actual
cell httle; but I wish you to have the cell of the heart always, and always carry it with
you.'" She was speaking of Jesus' promise in John 14:23 that he would come to us
and make his home with us. She considered the cell our true home. As she said to
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Don Giovanni de Sabbatini of Bologna, she would say to us, '"Let's not put off any
longer our move into this holy dwelling of self-knowledge. We so need this, and it is
so pleasant for us because . . . God's boundless goodness is there.'"�
Chapter 6
THE MIRROR OF THE IMAGE OF GOD
In a recent article on friendship, Gilbert Meilaender wrote of Aristotle's
conception of friendship which was based on self-love, seeing "love for the friend as
an extension of the friendly feehngs" I have for myself:
The friend is the mirror in which I come to know and understand
myself. I have no way to look directly at myself and must come to see
myself as I am reflected by others�and especially, perhaps, by close
friends. In the friend I find that other self in whom I come to know
myself. . . .
We want in the friend someone who cares about the things we
care about; yet we want the friend to be "another" who cares about
these things, another with whom we can share them and with whom
we come to know ourselves (and our concerns) better.^
He says too that we want a friend "whose otherness is not so overwhelming as to
threaten to engulf or invade our selfhood."
"To learn to see beyond our own secret countries�to what is at the same time
both terrible and beautiful�is, from the perspective of Christian faith, the purpose of
friendship."^
The God who wishes us to be his friends allows us to look into his mirror to see
both the terrible and the beautiful, what we were and also what we can be. As
Catherine put it:
As the soul comes to know herself she also knows God better, for she
sees how good he has been to her. In the gentle mirror of God she
sees her own dignity: that through no merit of hers but by his creation
she is the image of God. And in the mirror of God's goodness she
sees as well her own unworthiness, the work of her own sin. For just
as you can better see the blemish on your face when you look at
yourself in a mirror, so the soul who in true self-knowledge rises up
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with desire to look at herself in the gentle mirror of God with the eye
of understanding sees all the more clearly her own defects because of
the purity she sees in him. 48
Catherine draws this from 1 John 3:2 which speaks of our coming to resemble
Christ when we see him, and from James 1:24 which mentions looking into the
mirror of the perfect law of hberty to see accurately what we are.
It was a wondrous mirror into which Catherine looked, for she could see and
understand the motivations of other people as they proceeded through life. However,
what she saw was three kinds of people serving God at the three levels of love of
which she speaks elsewhere. In these levels, she undoubtedly saw her own
progression in the faith.
In this mirror, Catherine saw the dignity with which the first people were vested,
the image of God which all people share. Speaking to God about this, she said:
You said, "Let us make humankind in our image and hkeness." And
this you did, eternal Trinity, willing that we should share all that you
are, high eternal Trinity! You, eternal Father, gave us memory to
hold your gifts and share your power. You gave us understanding so
that, seeing your goodness, we might share the wisdom of your only-
begotten Son. And you gave us free will to love what our
understanding sees and knows of your truth, and so share the mercy
of your Holy Spirit.
Why did you so dignify us? With unimaginable love you looked
upon your creatures within your very self, and you fell in love
with us. 49
Mary Ann Fatula writes of Catherine's emphasis on the Trinity:
The first chapter of Genesis unveiled to Catherine the mystery of our
human identity, for in this passage she saw that each one of us has
been known and treasured before the universe itself existed. Since we
have been loved into being in the "image and hkeness of the Trinity,"
the womb out of which God has drawn us is not a void of nothingness
but the very abyss of the divine heart. As Catherine pondered this
mystery, she recognized that she would know her true self only in God
and as the reflection of God's love. "In your nature, eternal Godhead,
I shall come to know my nature. And what is my nature, boundless
love? It is fire, because you are nothing but a fire of love. And . . .
by the fire of love you created us. . . ."
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With Augustine, Catherine began to discover in the powers of her
own soul a reflection of the Trinity who had fashioned her. The
Father who holds and keeps all of creation in his embrace mirrors the
mystery of his own identity in the human power of remembering,
while the Son, hving image and Word of the Father, traces the
uniqueness of his person in our capacity for understanding. The
Spirit, personal union of the Father and Son, images himself in our
human abihty to love. Even more deeply, the Trinity desires that we
participate at the very core of our being in their own fullness. Our
abihty to remember shares in a created way in the Father's power,
just as our capacity to know and to understand shares in the wisdom
of the Son; so, too, the power of our will to love what we know
participates in the love and mercy of the Holy Spirit.^
When the human race fell into sin, they declared war on God. But with the same
kind of love that led him to create, God provided a way of reconciliation, "bringing
great peace out of our war." 50 God gave his Son to be our mediator and our
justice. To do this, he had to take on our image, since we had marred his image in
us. And to take our image meant veiling his "eternal divinity in the wretched cloud
and dung heap of Adam. And why? For love! You, God, became human and we
have been made divine!" 50
When God reached to us in restoration, he healed the wound that had infected
us. He renewed the image in which he created us. He rescued us from the slavery
into which we had fallen. He paid the debt with which we had been burdened. After
the image of God was spoiled, he created us anew in the blood of Christ. He shed
his hght when we were in darkness.
And in this hght, Catherine sees anew the divine reahty: "You are who you are,
infinite eternal Good, and we are the ones who are not. And since you are infinite
and we finite, you give what is too great for your creatures either to know how or be
able to desire." 274
Because of our fallen and lost condition, there would be no way for us to
understand what we were intended to be, and what we can be still, were h not for
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God's mirror in which we can see ourselves not only alongside of him, but image
superimposed on image, so that we see the hkeness in ourselves to him. In this
figure, we find reflected the words of Paul in 1 Corinthians 13, that we see in a
mirror dimly, and then in 2 Corinthians 3, that as we see God's glory mirrored, we
"are changed into the same hkeness from one degree of glory to another, derived as
it is from the Lord's Spirit."
As God thought of what he intended for his creation, and as he saw how those
who knew of the provision of Christ to save them had spurned his love, he said, "O
blind humanity, to have so lost sight of your dignity! You who were so great have
become so smaU! You who were in command have sold yourselves into servitude to
the vilest power there is. . . . Yes, you have become a nothing, since you become
like what you serve. ..." 76
The mirror image of dignity reflects the three powers of the soul which are the
stairs to the bridge. These powers correspond to the persons of the Trinity and their
primary attributes:
Father Power Memory Table
Son Wisdom Understanding Food
Spirit Love Will Waiter
In our memories, we are called both to image and to experience union
with the Father's power, just as through our inteUects we image and
gain union with the Son to whom we attribute wisdom. And through
our wills we reflect and grow in union with the Holy Spirit to whom
we attribute love and mercy.^
It is through the three powers of the soul that God appeals to us, as, for example,
when the understanding
is aroused by the consideration of the soul's dignity and the indignity
into which she has fallen through her own fault. In the dignity of her
existence she tastes the immeasurable goodness and uncreated love
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with which I created her. And in the sight of her own wretchedness
she discovers and tastes my mercy. 103-104
Lacking these elements of God's image, we would be unable to sense the dignity
with which we were invested in the creation, and to which we can aspire in our
redemption. God speaks to Catherine of "the soul's perfect union" with himself 181,
which we may well take to be a perfect ahgning of the images in the mirror. God's
image has depth in itself; ours has the appearance of depth only as it is fully one
with his.
Therefore the memory finds itself filled with nothing but me. The
understanding is lifted up as it gazes into my Truth. The will, which
always follows the understanding, loves and unites itself with what the
eye of understanding sees. 148
The Lord had told Catherine, "Never leave the knowledge of yourself, for you
will know me in yourself, and from this knowledge you will draw all that you
need." 29
As we stand in front of this gentle mirror, we see God's goodness and beauty,
and learn our dignity given to us in our creation. But we also see our unworthiness,
which is all the more obvious because of his purity.
It is in front of this mirror that we are "clothed in the wedding garment of
charity, adorned with many true virtues." 26 The wedding garment symbolizes
oneness with the Bridegroom, who appears in ill-fitting clothing, because He has
taken on himself our humanness, and has given us his garments. Those who are so
clothed by God "have lost and drowned their own will and have clothed themselves
and united themselves and conformed themselves" to the will of God. 26
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No longer are we conformed to the world (Romans 12:2), but we are "ordained
to share the hkeness of his Son, so that he might be the eldest among a large family
of brothers," all bearing the family likeness (Romans 8:29). This is our calhng and
our possibihty.
Our knowledge of God in this way becomes a "gentle mirror" in which
we see both God's beauty and our own. For if we try to know
ourselves outside of God, we see only a distorted unage of ourselves;
but if we see ourselves in the mirror of God's love we begin to
recognize and to beheve our own goodness in God whose love has
made us worthy of love.^
Chapter 7
THE GARDEN AND THE VINEYARD
To thrive, a garden needs favorable location and good soil. This is where
Catherine's garden, or at times a vineyard, begins.
The Circle
Her garden is in the form of a circle, which has neither beginning nor ending.
This circle signifies true knowledge of the self, "knowledge that is joined to me, who
like the circle have neither beginning nor end. You can go round and round within
this circle, finding neither end nor beginning, yet never leaving the circle." 41
This indivisibihty of the knowledge of self and the knowledge of God is crucial to
the Christian life. It is the location, the placing, of aU that ever happens in a
person's growth or service. In the form of the circle, we see that there is no
entrance or exit, no point that is more important than the rest of the line, and no
place that we as mortals can say is "ours," as opposed to what belongs to God.
Since aU comes from him, we can know ourselves only because God has made
this knowledge possible. Since he gives us place to be, we are in a position of
profound dependence upon him. And yet, in wondrous condescension, God lays such
importance on our self-knowledge, for he has stamped us with the image that needs
to know its master Image to truly live.
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It is crucial that we experience our own weakness and dependence, or we could
begin to think that the garden circle was our idea. "If your knowledge of yourself
were isolated from me there would be no full circle at all. Instead, there would be a
beginning in self-knowledge, but apart from me it would end in confusion." 42
The Soil
In this circle which will be our garden, we must have the best soil, or nothing will
grow well. This soil needs to contain the nutrients that our plants will need.
The soil that God wants in the garden is true humility. "This knowledge of
yourself, and of me within yourself, is grounded in the soil of true humility, which is
as great as the expanse of the circle (which is the knowledge of yourself united with
me. . .)." 41-42
The Root
When planting a tree, it is essential to give the root enough space and
nourishment so that the tree can grow as it was intended to. The tree's root is "the
soul's love" 41, that hidden and uncomely part of the self without which nothing good
can be. "What gives life to both the tree and its branches is its root, so long as that
root is planted in the soil of humility. . . . Now the source of humUity, as I have
akeady told you, is the soul's true knowledge of herself and of my goodness." 40
The virtue of discernment is grafted to the virtue of charity and planted in the
son of true humility. 41
Only when discernment is rooted in humility is it virtuous, producing
life-giving fruit and willingly yielding what is due to everyone. . . .
Without this humihty ... the soul would be without discernment. For
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lack of discernment is set in pride, just as discernment is set in
humility. A soul without discernment would, like a thief, rob me of
my honor and bestow it on herself for her own glory.
And what was her own doing she would blame on me, grumbling
and complaining about my mysterious ways with her and with the rest
of my creatures, constantly finding cause for scandal in me and in her
neighbors.
Not so those who have the virtue of discernment. These give what
is due to me and to themselves. And then they give their neighbors
what is due them: first of all, loving charity and constant humble
prayer�^your mutual debt�and the debt of teaching, and the example
of a holy and honorable life, and the counsel and help they need for
salvation. 40-41
The Tree
There are trees of love and trees of death. Trees of love are nurtured in
humihty and branch out in true discernment. Trees of death are rooted in pride and
selfishness and branch out in impatience and lack of discernment. They are called
trees of death, "since they have failed to feed on the life of grace." 73 Their fruit is
filled with the juice of prideful death.
A tree of love bears "many-fragranced blossoms of virtue. Its fruit is grace for
the soul herself and blessing for her neighbors." 42
God tells Catherine, "To me this tree yields the fragrance of glory and praise to
my name, and so it does what I created it for and comes at last to its goal, to me,
everlasting life, life that cannot be taken from you against your will." 42
The Vineyard
God says to Catherine:
I am the gardener, for all that exists comes from me. With power and
strength beyond imagining I govern the whole world: Not a thing is
made or kept in order without me. I am the gardener, then, who
planted the vine of my only-begotten Son m the earth of your
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humanity so that you, the branches, could be joined to the vine and
bear fruit. 61
There are two vineyards in the Dialogue�the individual soul and "the vineyard
of the mystic body of holy Church from which you draw your life. In this
vineyard is planted the vine, which is my only-begotten Son, into whom you must
be engrafted." 62
Just as God tends the vineyard, so we are to tend and till the vineyards
of our souls, "uprooting every selfish love" and cultivating the soil of love for God.
The seed that we tend is the "seed of grace" received in holy baptism. 62
Catherine refers also to God's ministers as gardeners, and distinguishes between
those of the past who were faithful and those of her own day. Those past
were true gardeners, and with care and holy fear they rooted out the
brambles of deadly sin and put in their place the fragrant plants of
virtue. . . . Because there was in them no thorn of sin, they kept to
the way of holy justice and administered reproof without any slavish
fear. 223
However, the clergy of her own day would not reprove the sinful, and even
pretended not to see, "because the root of selfish love is ahve in them, and this
is the source of their perverse slavish fear." 224
Catherine wrote to Gregory XI about "the need to pluck out from the garden of
the Holy Church the Malodorous flowers, full of impurity and avarice, swollen with
pride: that is the bad priests and rulers who poison and rot that garden."^
The Thorns
Catherine considers the garden in yet another sense, as the creation which
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originally was perfect and orderly, and into which sin came with its thorns. In the
beginning, everything
had been obedient to Adam, but because of his sin of disobedience,
he found rebellion in himself and in aU creatures. The world and
humankind became wild�another world. But by sending into the
world my Truth, the incarnate Word, I saw to it that he should take
away the wildness and uproot the thorns of original sin. And I made it
a garden watered by the blood of Christ crucified, and planted there
the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit after rooting out deadly sin. 288
Free choice in the soul is the keeper of this garden. When the soul is in a
deadened condition, she is deprived of all virtues. She has no courage, no
moderation or prudence, no hope or justice, no love or piety. "She has become cruel
to herself, so she cannot be devoted to her neighbors. Bereft of every good, she has
fallen into the worst of evils." 289
What she has fallen into is the thorn bush which grows at the foot of the tree
that reaches from earth to heaven. Some souls run away from this bush to "the hill
of chaff," but many return, realizing the deceit of the world. The thorn bush
represents the soul's power of decision or will. As soon as souls "decide
courageously, despising themselves, and say, 'I want to follow Christ crucified,' the
thorn bush is broken and they discover my immeasurable tenderness." 90
However, there still are thorns which afflict the people of God, because sin
remains in the world.
They may suffer at the hands of others, or from illness or poverty or
the instabihty of the world. They may lose their children or other
loved ones. All such things are thorns the earth produced because of
sin. They endure them all, considering by the light of reason and holy
faith that I am goodness itself and cannot will anything but good. . . .
They learn that all suffering in this hfe is small with the smallness of
time. Tune is no more than the point of a needle, and when time is
over, so is suffering Therefore they endure it patiently. The
thorns they pass through here and now do not touch their heart, for
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as far as sensual love is concerned their heart has been drawn away
from themselves and is firmly joined to me by the impulse of love. 93
In the image of the garden and vineyard, the beginning point is the circle of
humihty, the unending place of knowledge of self and of God. Such knowledge is not
achieved once and then forgotten. We continue to learn more and more about God
and about ourselves, and it is from this knowledge that growth can take place. If the
soul becomes hard and dry, the root�the soul's love�^will wither. However, if the soil
is kept loose and moist, the plants of charity and discernment will thrive. Thus, the
soil within the circle becomes the cell of self-knowledge.
In this metaphor there is a clear end result that will show the condition of the
soil and of the root. This result reminds us of what Jesus said, that the branch
cannot bear fruit of itself, but is dependent on the whole tree or vine (John 15).
Chapter 8
THE WET NURSE AND THE MOTHER
The Wet Nurse
Catherine extends the image of the cell of self-knowledge and also of the garden
as she presents humihty as the governess and wet nurse of charity. The source of
humihty is "the soul's true knowledge of herself and of my goodness." 40
However, humihty is also the wet nurse of obedience, "and the soul is as obedient
as she is humble, and as humble as she is obedient." Humility nurtures obedience
with the same milk that she gives to charity. 328
The nurse gives clothing to the soul, not the fine garments one might expect, but
clothing of self-abasement, disgrace, mockery, and abuse. For this is the clothing
that Jesus Christ took in his bodily life. 328-329
But if we walk in the way of disobedience, we have pride for a wet nurse and
impatience as a sister.
In Catherine's discussion of tears and suffering, the soul grows to the fourth
stage, the unitive state, in which she accepts the suffering gladly . . . "simply to be
able to pattern herself after my Truth, Christ crucified." The soul has learned that
she cannot follow after God by herself. She has also learned that life will include
suffering, since that is how virtue is proven. And so the soul "rests on the breast of
Christ crucified" who is God's love, "and so drinks in the milk of virtue" in which she
receives "the life of grace and tastes within herself my divine nature, which gives the
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virtues their sweetness. . . . Such a soul receives the fruit of spiritual calm, an
emotional union with my gentle divine nature. . . ." 179-180
As the soul continually drinks from the breast, its powers are filled, the memory
with remembrance of God's goodness and most of all of his charity. The soul is most
thankful that she is created in the image and likeness of God.
The soul's understanding, looking into the memory, "comes to know the truth"
and sheds "the blindness of selfish love."
The will, "which follows understanding, unites itself (with me) in a most perfect
and burning love." 181
These images picture the soul as a helpless dependent, a child, and they bring to
mind the words of Jesus about children and the kingdom of God. "Let the children
come to me; do not try to stop them; for the kingdom of God belongs to such as
these. Truly I tell you: whoever does not accept the kingdom of God like a child will
never enter it" (Mark 10:14-15).
The images also speak of the unity of the powers of the soul, and of the unitive
state we are to reach with our Creator and Nurturer.
The Mother
As God is our Father, so prayer is our mother. We spend tune with this mother
in the house of self-knowledge, where we pursue mental prayer, a practice that was
not as common in Catherine's time as it is now, since those in rehgious orders then
did most of then- praying in recitation of prayers and Bible readings found in the
office.
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The soul shuts herself up in the house of self-knowledge "because she knows how
imperfect she is. And through her longing to attain a genuine and free love.
She sees well that there is no other way to attam it. . . ." 122
During times of prayer, the devil comes with his attack urging the person to
pursue only vocal prayer. However, Catherine beheved that both kinds were
appropriate and helpful.
God said to Catherine in the Dialogue:
Oh, how dehghtful to the soul and pleasing to me is holy prayer made
in the house of self-knowledge and knowledge of me! The soul opens
her mind's eye with the hght of faith and with her affection steeped
in the fullness of my charity made visible in the sight of my only-
begotten Son, who showed it with his blood. That blood inebriates the
soul. It clothes her in the fire of divine charity. It gives her the food
of the sacrament that I have set up for you in the hostel of the mystic
body of my holy church. . . . 123
In the house of self-knowledge the soul loses her imperfections, just as the early
apostles did in the upper room. As the soul prays, she should not consider her sins
without
calling to mind the blood and the greatness of my mercy. Otherwise
she wUl only be confounded. For if self-knowledge and the thought of
sin are not seasoned with remembrance of the blood and hope for
mercy, the result is bound to be confusion. 124
The soul can move from vocal prayer into mental prayer as she "senses her spirit
ready for my visitation." 126 However, if the soul does not "keep to the paths I have
described, she will stay forever lukewarm and imperfect." 127
Perfect prayer is achieved not with many words but with loving desire,
when the soul rises up to me with knowledge of herself. . . .
Courageously, then, should the soul spur herself on with prayer as her
mother. 126-127
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I find this metaphor especially rich when it is brought into the wholeness of soul
care that Catherine espoused. God is our Father, prayer is our mother; we have
been given the powers of soul which image the Trinity, and we are cleansed and fed
and protected to our journey's end by the grace of God and the provision of the
church, Christ's body, if we will persevere in the faith.
Mary Ann Fatula writes of Catherine traveling in her work and being in family
settings:
. . . she was deeply touched by the intimate bond she saw between
mothers and their nursing children. The infant's total helplessness
and the mother's absolute presence to her child's need: in this
unparalleled affection and closeness Catherine recognized the heart of
God's communion with us. In prayer we find our mother. For just as
a mother nourishes her child with her own milk, prayer feeds us with
God's own nearness.^
In our own day, so many children are deprived of a loving and nurturing mother
and a loving and providing father. Their hves lack coherence, and they never
experience a surrounding ring of care and security. Yet, somewhere in their
memories is a picture of what this should be. The church can stimulate that memory
and lead people to claim not only vital human relationships, but also the prime
parenting of God as their Father and prayer as their mother.
In her letters, Catherine warned people not to focus on having just good
experiences in prayer. While we do receive consolation, we are also led
by the path of emptiness and darkness, of temptation and humihation.
Catherine encourages us to wait patiently and humbly in the
emptiness rather than to abandon prayer, allowing God to anoint us
during this time with the heahng balm of faith and truth. If we chng
fast to our mother prayer even when we feel tempted to abandon her,
the gentle "conflicts and shadows" of this mother wiU graduaUy show
us that in our poverty the mercy of the "one who is" continually
enfolds us.
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In his biography of Catherine, Raymond of Capua told how she "had clung to
prayer as her true mother and had striven, with all she could command of zeal and
perseverance to acquire the habit of unremittmg prayer."
This mother had fed and nourished her through consolation and
temptation, had held her close to the breast of God, and had tenderly
cared for her in her every need. It was this mother whose fidehty and
nearness had inspired her lyrical hymn of praise to God for the gifts
of prayer. Where are we healed of pride and selfishness, and where
do we gain in their place a humble and generous heart? Where, in
the time of pain and trial, do we discover God's love enfolding us?
Where do we drink in the "perfume of chastity" and learn to love with
a free heart? Where do we grow in hunger to give our hfe for God
and for the world's salvation? Only in the gentle arms of our mother
prayer who alone "fills the vessel of our heart with the blood of the
Lamb and crowns it with fire," the fire of God's own love. This
mother who did not forsake Catherine even in death became the
mother she gave to her friends as her last heritage: "Be men and
women of persevering prayer."^
Life with the wet nurse of obedience and the mother of prayer is not easy,
especially for modem westerners. We don't do well in the receptive mode�^we want
to control, we want to make things happen.
These metaphors picture a way of life that is constantly nurtured and fed and
stimulated toward growth. There is nothing that we need more, and nothing that
most of us avoid more. It is not that we feel disregard for the idea of spiritual
nurture, but that it goes against a way of life that is famihar. In our culture of
information, speed, noise, long and short term goals, mobihty, and acquisition, soul
nurture doesn't seem to fit anywhere.
Even church, one place where we should be receiving this, often yields more
information, speed, noise, goals, and motion. Who speaks of the sacredness of
being�God's being and ours, of the stillness necessary to receive, to be formed, to
grow, to enter into God's ways?
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Protestantism has so honored the quahties that we term male that it has
forgotten the tender mothering qualities also connected with God. This is a
contradictory situation because the most chauvinistic people are also often the ones
who most guard the place of the mother in the home. While her role there should
be one of nurture, the connection has not generally extended to the church.
Protestants have so eschewed anything that suggested the quahties of Mary or the
Cathohc Church that they have robbed themselves.
To be Christian, we need the quiet and passivity and receptivity to be fed by the
nurse and to then have the vessels of our hearts filled with the blood of the Lamb
and with fire. No amount of goal-setting, speed or management can produce milk,
blood, fire, or soul nurture.
Chapter 9
THE CLAY AND THE BREAD
No doubt thinking of a potter working in clay, and a baker kneading bread
dough, Catherine uses these two images to show how divinity and humanity are
blended together.
Because we were spoiled by sin, God said, "I sent the Word, my Son; I clothed
him with the same nature as yours�the spoiled clay of Adam�so that he could suffer
in that same nature which had sinned." 52
This imagery takes us back to the creation where mankind was made in the
image of God. Because of human likeness to God, the Son of God could assume the
human likeness when he came to save us. He was Emmanuel, God with us in the
likeness which already existed, but which had been spoiled by sin.
Catherine speaks of God kneading the divinity of Christ into the wet clay and
soft dough of human nature until he was inextricably one with us. This was the only
way that atonement could be made for us. It would do no good for us to suffer for
our sins. As God said to Catherine:
Humanity, when united with divinity, was able to make atonement for
the whole human race�not simply through suffering in its finite
nature, that is, in the clay of Adam, but by virtue of the eternal
divinity, the infinite divine nature. In the union of those two natures,
I received and accepted the sacrifice of my only begotten Son's blood,
steeped and kneaded with his divinity into the one bread. 52
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Catherine carries this metaphor further, as she speaks of the reception of the
bread in the sacrament. As God kneaded his divinity into humanity, so we receive
both his divinity and humanity when we receive the body and blood.
The person of the incarnate Word was penetrated and kneaded into
one dough with the hght of my Godhead, the divine nature, and with
the heat and fire of the Holy Spirit, and by this means you have come
to receive the hght. And to whom have I entrusted it? To my
ministers in the mystic body of holy Church, so that you might have
life when they give you his body as food and his blood as drink. ... It
is the whole divine being that you receive in that most gracious
sacrament under that whiteness of bread. And just as the sun cannot
be divided, so neither can my wholeness as God and as human in this
white host. ... So when this host is divided, I am not divided but
remain completely in each piece, wholly God, wholly human. 206-207
This image conveys two related truths, first, God's love for us being so great that
he would fully assume our nature as the only way to rescue us; and second, that we
receive from and participate in both of his natures today.
That reception depends on the joining of spirit and matter. God made both and
works in and through both. If we equate "spiritual" with nonmaterial, then we can
conclude that God does not work through the material except now and then. Or,
that he touches the material only through our hands. Or that God does not highly
regard the creation and is just waiting to destroy it.
Much of this kind of thinking came about as reaction to Roman excesses. But
one result was an abdication of the definition of the created world, including persons.
The disciplines of science, psychology, sociology all offered their definitions and
theology became just another option.
True, the connection between spirit and matter is a mystery, and we cannot say
just what God is doing in nature or in response to prayers, or in the sacramental acts
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of the church. When we lay on hands in ordination or blessing, is God acting?
When we baptize or serve and receive the communion, is God at work? When we
anoint with oil for healing, is God involved?
I value a sacramental approach to life, which I define as an awareness that God
loves what he has made and is still active in his world. If he loves what he has made,
we too should love matter, including the human body. In fact, Paul gives us supreme
reason to value the clay of the body�^when we die and the body disintegrates, that is
not the end of it. Because of the divine coherence which exists in Christ, all creation
wiU someday be pulled together, as by a magnet, to exist in the form which God
intended in the original work of creation.
As we partake of the bread and wine of the communion, God may be trying to
pull us together by the divine coherence that someday wiU make us fully whole.
Catherine's thought that Christ is present today in both of his natures also has
imphcations for our view of history and of time. In our religious life, do we merely
remember, or do we enter into the reahties? Is time our master or our servant? If
time is merely sequential, we cannot enter into the reahties of God's work in history,
except in a spiritual way that seems to negate the rest of our being.
When we connect this thought to the communion, we see the contrast between
the "'memoriahst' conception of the Lord's Supper and, consequently, with a doctrine
of what is very aptly called real absence'" and the sacramental conception and the
doctrine of the "real presence."^
Early m the fifteenth century, Catherine's Dialogue was translated by an unknown
member of a rehgious order under the title The Orcherd of Syon, drawing the title
from the garden metaphor in the Dialogue and the fact that the book was prepared
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for the nuns of Syon Abbey. This short selection conveys in different wording the
intensity of God's union with us because of his love for us. He says of us, "I love
more than it may be spoke."
Most striking is the assertion that even the crucifixion did not
adequately express God's love: "For my desire as to mankind was
infinite and endless, and the actual working for to suffer pain and
torment was finite and had an end, therefore ... I would that the
secret places of my heart were shown to mankind, opening to you for
the same cause my side that ye might see within and understand
thereby that I loved much more than I could or might show you by my
finite pain. . . ."
The Blessed Sacrament is the supreme manifestation of this union:
"For divine nature once knit to mankind may never be departed from
it neither by death nor by none other."^
If the divine Potter and Baker has forever joined the divine nature to the human
nature, it is inconceivable that Christ would want us to consider him essentially
absent in the memorial of that joining. And yet, his presence with us can never be
only material, as some have seemed to feel that the Roman Church taught. There is
the blending of spirit and matter, of faith and divine condescension because of love.
Before the elements are served in the Episcopal Church, the priest says:
Alleluia. Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us;
Therefore let us keep the feast. Alleluia. . . .
The Gifts of God for the People of God.
Take them in remembrance that Christ died for you.
And feed on him in your hearts by faith, with thanksgiving.^
In these words, we see the blending of the presence and remembrance, of spirit
and matter, joined together by faith.
Chapter 10
THE BATH OF BLOOD
After God created mankind, the human clay was spoiled by sin, and no one could
provide atonement, until God clothed his Son with human nature and kneaded
humanity with divinity. God told Catherine:
In the union of those two natures I received and accepted the sacrifice
of my only-begotten Son's blood, steeped and kneaded with his
divinity into the one bread, which the heat of my divine love held
nailed to the cross. Thus was human nature enabled to atone for its
sin only by virtue of the divine nature. 52
Baptism communicates grace "in virtue of this glorious and precious blood," so
that original sin is taken away and grace poured in. It is the
precious life-giving blood of (God's) only-begotten Son, which
dispelled death and darkness, confounded falsehood, and brought the
gift of hght and truth. . . . For those who are receptive this blood
bestowed and accomphshed all that they need to be saved and made
perfect. But ... its gift of hfe and grace is in proportion to the soul's
readiness and desire. 50-51
In the blood of Christ, humankind was created anew in grace. "I washed you and
made you a new creation in the blood that my only-begotten Son poured out with
such burning love. This blood gives you knowledge of the truth . . . there is no other
way to know the truth." 29-30
Catherine speaks of the hardened hearts of people who have, "with the hand of
free choice, encrusted their heart m a diamond rock that can never be shattered
except by blood." 31 A note in the Dialogue refers to the Speculum Naturale in
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which it was said that "the fresh warm blood of a goat has power to shatter the
diamond, which resists both iron and fire." 31
Throughout the Scriptures, God warned people about their hardness of heart,
and in the Old Testament prophesied of the day when he would implant his Spirit
within them, to give them a heart of flesh.
Catherine prays that God will "unlock and shatter the hardened hearts" of his
creatures, for the sake of his goodness. This wiU be done by Christ's blood with
which God "washed away iniquity and drained the pus of Adam's sin. His blood is
ours because you have made of it a bath for us, and you neither can nor will refuse
it to those who ask it of you in truth." 275-276 The person who resists evil says,
"I will hide myself in the wounds of Christ crucified and bathe in his blood, and so
my wickedness will be consumed and I will rejoice with desire in my Creator." 125
She also prays that as God has formed us in his image, he might re-form us in
the mercy and blood of his Son. 276
If we long for mercy, we have only to bathe our entire being in the
blood of Jesus, the cleansing, healing hquid which alone "shatters the
diamond" of our resistance and softens our heart to God and one
another. No matter how grievous, our every sin can be washed clean
by this saving blood that bathes us in the "expansiveness of God's
charity and forgiveness."^
God speaks in judgment against those ministers who are hving in sinful ways: "I
have made the blood�of which you are a steward for me�to be a bath to wash away
your sins. And you have made of your heart a temple for the devil!" 246
In one of her prayers, Catherine says that God "washes his children with the
blood of his Son and brightens their faces with the Spirit's gladness."^ Those who
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have been "bathed in the blood of Christ crucified . . . will find themselves in me, the
sea of peace" when they come to the end of their hves. 152
As we filled our memory with Jesus' blood during our hfe, so in death
we will immerse ourselves in this same blood. We will lift out the
arms of our hope and grasp with the hands of our love the very heart
of God. . . . Having hved in trust and love, we will experience the joy
of finding ourselves "so gently brought to this passing," for we will
awaken to Jesus gazing at us not with reproach but only with the most
tender compassion and mercy.^
The cleansing through the blood was a constant under the Old Covenant.
"Indeed, under the law, it might almost be said that everything is cleansed by blood,
and without the shedding of blood there is no forgiveness" (Hebrews 9:22).
New Testament writers spoke of our being purchased by Christ's blood, being
justified by it, receiving redemption, being brought near to God, receiving peace
through the blood of his cross, being washed from our sms in the blood, being
consecrated through the blood, being set free by Christ's precious blood. This is all
to be understood as the fulfillment of the Old Testament sacrifices which were
temporary until the one sufficient sacrifice would be offered.
When I was much younger, I heard frequent references to the blood of Christ,
in preaching and prayers, and in hymns. In recent years, I have heard so much
less�often almost nothing�about the blood. This alarms me, because behef can be
changed by what is omitted. Heresy can be advanced by selective preaching and
teaching. There is no need to make wrong statements. By leaving out the essentials,
we can change the structure of behef that people have to work with.
I suppose modern intellectuals don't wish to speak of something as untidy as
blood. And, those in the church who are ever wishing to appear more respectable
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could well avoid reference to being washed in blood. However, we are not reaUy
given that kind of option. If the blood of Christ is the means by which we are
re-formed in the image of Christ, as Catherine taught and as Scripture indicates,
then we must hold to this as a sine qua non of the faith.
It was from a Salvation Army officer that I learned of WiUiam Booth's hymn, "O
Boundless Salvation," which pictures the "great crimson sea" in which we must wash,
if we are to receive God's salvation.
O boundless salvation, deep ocean of love!
O fullness of mercy Christ brought from above.
The whole world redeeming, so rich and so free.
Now flowing for aU men, now flowing for aU men.
Now flowing for aU men�come roU over me!
My sins, they are many, their stains are so deep.
And bitter the tears of remorse that I weep;
But weeping is useless�thou great crimson sea.
Thy waters can cleanse me, thy waters can cleanse me.
Thy waters can cleanse me�come roU over me!
The tide now is flowing, I'm touching the wave,
I hear the loud caU of "the Mighty to save;"
My faith's growing bolder�delivered I'U be!
I plunge 'neath the waters, I plunge 'neath the waters,
I plunge 'neath the waters�they roU over me!
And now, haUelujah! The rest of my days
ShaU gladly be spent in promoting His praise.
Who opened His bosom to pour out this sea
Of boundless salvation, of boundless salvation.
Of boundless salvation, for you and for me!
Chapter 11
THE INFECTION, DOCTOR, MEDICINE, AND SCAR
We all understand about infections and scars, doctors and medicine. However, in
our day of medical advances, it is difficult to visualize the hopelessness of most
diseases, or the elemental way in which injury and illness had to be dealt with in
Catherine's time. As she describes the human condition in terms of illness, she
pictures medieval medical practice.
When Adam sinned, he was filled with a massive infection that "oozed with a
deadly pus" and he was unable to drain it away. 52 That infection passed on to all
humankind, and not one of us has been able to provide the medicine needed to cure
our condition. This infection is
the venom of a perverted human will, which poisons souls and causes
them death, unless they vomit it up through a holy confession, tearing
their heart and affection free from it. Such confession is a medicine
that heals the effects of this venom even while it tastes bitter to selfish
sensuahty. 98
However, before such confession could be made, a divine medicine had to be
apphed, a doctor who was both man and God had to be called. This meant that God
had to become one with our image, veiling his "eternal divinity in the wretched cloud
and dung heap of Adam." 50 When the two natures were kneaded together, the
blood of the God/Man was able to become the medicine for an otherwise hopeless
infection ailing mankind.
The Son, the God/Man, was the great doctor who came to drink the bitter
medicine that we could not drink. He did this as a wet nurse who swallows the
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medicine that would be too strong for the baby to take. As God said to Catherine:
My Son was your wet nurse, and he joined the bigness and strength of
his divinity with your nature to drink the bitter medicine of his painful
death on the cross so that he might heal and give life to you who were
babies weakened by sin. 52
This imagery of infection and venom may have come from an experience
Catherine had while caring for a woman with an open ulcer. Catherine's confessor,
Raymond of Capua, relates how she was overcome with nausea and then became
angry at her own weakness. She heard a voice telhng her, '"Thou shalt swaUow what
inspires thee with such horror,'" and so she took the dish of pus she had just drained
from the ulcer and drank it. She later said, "'I assure you that in my whole life, I
never tasted anything so sweet and so agreeable.'"^
The Lord then told Catherine that because she had for his sake drunk something
so loathsome, he would bestow on her
a hquor above nature. And placing the right hand on Catharine's
neck, he drew her to the wound of his sacred side, saying to her:
"Drink, daughter, that luscious beverage which flows from my side; it
will mebriate thy soul with sweetness and will also plunge in a sea of
dehght thy body, which thou didst despise for love of me." Catharine
thus placed at the very fountain of life apphed her mouth to the
sacred wound of the Saviour, her soul drew thence an ineffable and
divine hquor, she drank long and with as much avidity as abundance;
in fine, when our blessed Lord gave her notice, she detached herself
from the sacred source, satiated, but still eager, because she
experienced no repletion at being satiated, nor pain at stiU desiring.^
After this experience of fullness, she no longer desired or seemed to need food,
and fasted most of the time. In response to this grace she said, "Did we but know
how to use the graces that God bestows on us, we would profit by all that happens to
us. In favorable events or in contradictions, say always, 'I must reap something from
this.' Were you to act thus, you would very soon be rich."^
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While the physical act of drinking the pus is repulsive to us, we need to place it
in a medieval setting. Catherine beheved that she had previously been betrothed to
Christ. She then received his heart, then the stigmata, and now because of her
obedience she was being drawn to his very side, "to the sacred wound," where she
would drink an abundance from the Saviour.
Also, there is a spiritual significance to her action that calls to us to move beyond
the fear that so often binds us, to rise above our natural dislikes, to offer ourselves
to Christ in whatever ways he asks of us. The details of that asking will have the
same quahty of transcending the self, of reaching past what "I like" or "we want" and
taking us to the place where it is "no longer I ... but Christ. . . ." (Galatians 2:20).
We pray with Catherine:
I was dead and you revived me. I was sick and you gave me
medicine�and not only the medicine of the blood that you gave to the
sick human race in the person of your Son. You gave me as well a
medicine against a hidden sickness I had not recognized, by teaching
me that I can never sit in judgment on any person, especially your
servants. For I, blind and weak as I was from this sickness, have often
judged others under the pretext of working for your honor and their
salvation. 202
Chapter 12
THE DOG AND THE WORM OF CONSCIENCE
The Dog of Conscience
When people sin, something needs to be done by and for them. What is done
for them is that other Christians desire that they repent, and then pray for them.
Then, God says, "Pressed by my servants' prayers, I look on them and give them
hght. I rouse the dog of conscience within them. I make them sensitive to the
perfume of virtue and give them dehght in the feUowship of my servants." 30
Catherine had great concern for the souls of the clergy, for she thought that
many of them were hving sinful and indulgent hves. Several sections of the Dialogue
address this problem. The shepherds of the flock, most of all, should have a keen
dog of conscience to warn them of their own sins. If they do not, they will not warn
the flock when they are in danger of sinning or being deceived.
If the shepherd has no rod and no dog of conscience his sheep will
perish. Ajnd he wiU not even be concerned, because the dog of his
own conscience is so weakened for want of feeding that it cannot
bark. And the food that must be given to this dog is the blood of the
Lamb, my Son. For if the memory, as the vessel of the soul, is filled
with the blood, conscience will be nourished by it. 257
"Such a shepherd without a dog of conscience smothers the consciences of others
as weU as his own." 259 His problem is pride, and his only refuge is the
mercy of God.
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God's word to Catherine is that the disobedient priests are "wretches" who "make
a barnyard of the temple of their souls and of the garden of holy Church." They
should hold the bride of the breviary, but instead they hold a "wretched she-devil
who indecently hves with them." They should care about books, but instead, "their
books are their brigade of children, and shamelessly they romp about with these
children whom they have begotten in such brutish baseness." 263
Catherine's concern for the clergy was understandable: she hved in a day of
flagrant corruption in the church. However, in Scripture it is clear that judgment will
be meted out to leaders in a different measure than to those they were supposed to
lead.
She seems to be equating conscience and intention of life, and is talking not
about the occasional lapse but about the overaU direction of one's life. It is not only
behef that matters, but behavior as well.
The Worm of Conscience
The prey on whom the worm of conscience feeds is the false Christian, the
person who has been redeemed but hves in deadly sin. In this life and in the next,
this person fares worse than the pagan, because although reconciled by God, he
behaves as if he is God's enemy. Yet even in this case, the prayers and tears of
God's servants may prevail to bring the erring one back.
If such people come to the point of death in their sin, the worm of conscience
may regain its sight.
But if they pass the moment of death without that hght, with only the
worm of conscience and no hope in the blood, or grievmg more for
their own phght than for having offended me, then they have come to
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eternal damnation. . . . This is that sin which is never forgiven, now
or ever: the refusal, the scorning of my mercy. 79
When such people have died in their profligate state, and then they come to the
day of judgment
when that terrifying voice says to them, "Arise, you dead, and come to
judgment!" theu- souls wiU return with theu* bodies. The bodies of the
just will be glorified. But the bodies of the damned will be forever
tortured, and the sight of my Truth and of all the blessed wiU be for
them a great shame and reproach. Then will the worm of conscience
gnaw away at the whole tree, both the marrow (that is, the soul) and
the bark (the body). 85-86
There are people who persecute the church, failing to show it reverence. For the
bad behavior of the ministers does not lessen the obligation to show reverence to
God through his church, and such persecution is the gravest of all sins. The persons
who commit this sin do it in perverse pride. "Their souls are eaten up because they
are deprived of grace and chewed up by the worm of conscience. Their material
possessions are consumed in the service of the devil. And their bodies die of it like
animals." 217
The most scathing denunciation is saved for the errant priests:
O blind and worse than bhnd! You buried the pearl, the talent I had
entrusted to you so that you might realize a profit from it. You,
presumptuous as you were, chose not to do my will. You buried your
talent in the earth of your preverse self-centered selfishness, and now
it is giving you its return in the fruit of death.
O you wretch! How great is the punishment you are receiving
now in the end! And your wretchedness is not hidden from you, for
the worm of your conscience is no longer asleep, but is gnawing away.
The devils are screaming at you and giving you the wages they are in
the habit of giving to their servants: confusion and reproach. 268-269
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It is clear that Catherme does not see an eternaUy secured future for priests or
anyone else, merely because they have confessed the faith. I am reminded of what
Jesus said, that those who love hun are those who do his will.
It could be that we need more preaching and teaching about the judgment, to
help us to keep a right connection between professed behef and holiness of life.
Chapter 13
THE SOUL AS A CITY
Catherine of Siena and Juhan of Norwich, her contemporary in England, were
both writing in the 1370s, and employing similar images. They were "the first lay
women to succeed in transmitting to posterity their ideas on spiritual matters. They
left us not merely sayings and visions quoted . . . but continuous texts of their own
creation."^
In her Revelations ofDivine Love, Juhan used the metaphor of the soul as a city:
He made man's soul to be his own city and his home. Of all his
works this is the one that most pleases him. When man feU into
sorrow and pain, he became unfit to serve in that noble office, yet our
kind Father would prepare no other place for himself, but would sit
upon the earth, waiting for mankind (itself compounded of earth),
until such time as, by his grace, his beloved son had restored his city
to its noble beauty through his tremendous effort.^
In Juhan's imagery, the Son comes to earth as a servant and wears the
threadbare clothing of a poor workman, clothing that is too smaU for him, our
humanity which he assumes to win us. After his victory on Easter Day, he returns to
his throne in heaven, having won the city of his desire. "Now the son stands . . .
clothed in rich and blessed amplitude, crowned with priceless splendour."^
When Catherine writes of the city of the soul, she speaks of its three gates,
memory, understanding, and will, the last one being the guard of the others. If the
will aUows something evil to enter, the other gates also open to the darkness. Then
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all the senses become mvolved in evil, and the "noble city of the soul" comes to
misery. 301
God explains to Catherine that the soul is surrounded by so many enemies, not
so that she will come to destruction, but so that she will learn to trust in his
providence and run to him for defense.
Catherine later combines the idea of the city and the fishing for souls, and she
refers to those fishing near the bridge with the precious stones of the virtues for bait,
and also to Peter who, at Jesus' command, cast his net on the other side of the boat.
Those souls who obey by keeping the commandments and counsels
both in act and in spirit cast their nets more perfectly than do those
who keep the commandments in act but the counsels only in spirit. . . .
So one's catch will be as perfect as one's cast. But those who are
perfect catch plenty and with great perfection. 309-310
She then turns to a musical theme, speaking of those who have harmonized their
organs "through that good gentle guard, free choice, who stands at the gate of the
wiU! All their senses make one sweet sound, which comes forth from the center of
the city of the soul because all her gates are both opened and closed." 310
The gates are the three powers of the soul, the will which is closed to selfishness
and open to desire and love and affection; the understanding which is closed to the
world's pleasures but open to the hght of God's truth; the memory which is locked to
sensual thoughts but open to receive God's blessings. 310
Catherine then speaks of the harmonization of the small chords of the senses and
organs into the great chords of the soul's powers. "Every member does the work
given it to do, each one perfect in its own way. . . ."
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All are harmonized in one sound to serve their neighbors for the
glory and praise of my name, to serve the soul with good, holy,
virtuous actions. . . . Whether the world is wiUing or not, the wicked
cannot but feel the pleasantness of this sound. And many, many
continue to be caught on this mstrumental hook: They leave death
behind and come to life.
The first to sound forth the sound of life was the gentle, loving
Word when he took on your humanity. On the cross he made a sweet
sound with this humanity united with the Godhead, and he caught the
children of the human race. He also caught the devil. . . .
All the rest of you sound forth when you learn from this
maestro. . . . Everything I give and permit them in this life is
a way for them to improve their instruments if they choose to discern
it. 310-311
For both Juhan and Catherine, the city of the soul was a place which God was
determined to enter, no matter what the inconvenience or pain or rejection. Because
of Christ's incarnation, he is forever one with us. Although he has humbled himself
in assuming that oneness, his permanent identification with us is our promise of
glory someday, when Christ shall at last be "at rest and in peace in his own city, that
city prepared for him in the eternal purpose of the Father."^
Because Christ has entered through the gates of our experience in this
life�memory, understanding, and wiU�and has become ruler of the city of our souls,
we will be his crown when he comes into his glory, "the crown which is the Father's
joy, the Son's honour, the Holy Spirit's pleasure, the endless, blessed wonder of all
heaven."^
Chapter 14
THE SAILING SHIPS
Catherme contrasts two kinds of ships, one leading to destruction and the other
to the port of salvation.
The first are more like sailboats and represent people who received the hght of
salvation in baptism but snuffed out the hght with the winds of pride and vanity.
They then opened their sails "to winds that blew contrary to your salvation, and you
encouraged the wind of self-conceit to fill the sail of your selfish love tiU of your own
will you went racing down the river of worldly pleasures. . . ." 78
The devil used the sail of their selfish will and led them "through the racing
riverway beneath the bridge" so that they finally perished.
This imagery leads us back to the bridge and to the fact that there is no ultimate
assurance of salvation because one has gone through certain rituals. Those who
refuse to cross on the bridge will perish.
However, for those who follow the way of obedience, there is a sea on which they
may at times sail. Here the ship is compared to the cross which Christ boarded with
humihty and obedience. This special way of obedience was forged by the Holy Spirit
who "set it there like a ship ready to receive souls who want to race on to perfection
and to bring them to the port of salvation." 335
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This ship is the world of the rehgious orders, and the Holy Spirit is the captain
"who lacks nothmg." The ship is rich and can amply provide for those who "are truly
obedient and observe the rule." 336 Those who disobey the captain may harm
themselves but never the ship. "Yet the captain may let it run into the waves
through the fault of those who are at the helm, the miserable wicked shepherds he
had appointed to be superiors and pilots of the ship." 335
Catherine then mentioned several leaders of rehgious orders who had been
illustrious pilots of the ship.
"Consider the great order with which Benedict governed his ship. . .
"Consider Francis. With what fragrantly perfect poverty and what pearls of virtue
he governed his order's ship. He steered it along the way of high perfection. . . 336
"And look at the ship of your father Dominic, my beloved son. . . . (who) set his
ship in order by rigging it with three strong ropes: obedience, continence, and true
poverty. ... He made his ship very spacious, gladsome, and fragrant, a most
delightful garden.
"Consider the glorious Thomas. . .
"Consider my Peter, virgin and martyr." (Peter of Verona) 337-339
Catherine was a Dominican and loved the order, but she had some things to say
about the "miserable wicked shepherds" who would not faithfully fulfill their
commission from the Holy Spirit. She was generally convicted about judging others,
but that prohibition did not apply equally to errant clergy. For them the judgment
was doubly hard, and this reflects the words of both Old and New Testaments.
Writmg as she did long before the days of motor power on the sea, or the means
for flymg over the waters, Catherine reflected the fearful respect of her time for the
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rivers and oceans that could cause such destruction to sailing ships. But even more
fearful were the raging waters that could sink the craft of an eternal soul needing to
reach the safe shore of heaven.
We find this same imagery in many of the gospel songs of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. Some speak of Jesus as the pilot who wiU bring us to the other
side, as in "Jesus, Savior, pilot me over hfe's tempestuous sea." The last verse
anticipates the approach to heaven:
When at last I near the shore.
And the fearful breakers roar
Twixt me and the peaceful rest.
Then, while leaning on Thy breast.
May I hear thee say to me,
"Fear not, I will pilot thee."
In Charles Wesley's hymn, "Jesus, Lover of My Soul," the Lord is seen as the
refuge for the soul "while the nearer waters roll, while the tempest stiU is high." But
Jesus is also the pilot who will "safe into the haven guide."
Several songs speak of Christ as the anchor who holds us secure so that we will
not perish. Following are portions from three such gospel songs.
Though the angry surges roU on my tempest-driven soul,
I am peaceful, for I know.
Wildly though the winds may blow,
I've an anchor safe and sure that can evermore endure.
We have an anchor that keeps the soul
Steadfast and sure while the billows roll.
Fastened to the Rock which cannot move.
Grounded firm and deep in the Saviour's love.
I've anchored my soul m the haven of rest,
I'll sail the wide seas no more;
The tempest may sweep o'er the wild, stormy deep�
In Jesus I'm safe evermore.
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The imagery of the anchor comes from Hebrews 6:18-20 which speaks of our
hope in Christ being the anchor that keeps our souls secure. Though Catherine and
the gospel songs are separated by several centuries, they express the same truth
about crossing the perilous sea to the safety of our heavenly home�that our only
hope is the Saviour.
Chapter 15
THE GARMENT OF INNOCENCE
When our fu-st parents smned m the Garden of Eden, they needed to be clothed.
They had lost "the garment of innocence and were stripped of all virtue and
perishing from hunger and dying from the cold in this life of pilgrimage." However,
God clothed humankind anew in innocence and grace. As he said, "You receive this
innocence and grace in holy baptism by the power of the blood that washes away the
stain of original sin in which you were conceived." 278-279
Now that we are in Christ, we are clothed in the fire of divine charity 123, and
are told to clothe ourselves "in the hght of faith and firm hope." 313
Catherine speaks of being clothed in the truth. She pictures truth as
the clothing we wear, for clothing both protects our skin and on a
deeper level speaks who we are. Our clothing is in some sense we
ourselves spoken aloud, the outward transparency of our inward
selves. When we are not at peace with who we are, the way we
present ourselves exteriorly contradicts who we are interiorly. But
when we are at peace with ourselves, our clothing discloses outwardly
our inward identity. "Clothed in the truth," we are free; there is no
need for pretense or hes. . . . Truth itself becomes the clothing that
extends our inward identity out into the world around us so that who
we are can be a gift to others as well: "Such a heart is so open that it
is false to no one; everyone can understand it because it never says
something different with its face or tongue from what it has within."^
At the end of the Dialogue, Catherine prays: "Clothe, clothe me with yourself,
eternal Truth, so that I may run the course of this mortal hfe in true obedience and
in light of most holy faith." 366
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It was Nicholaus von Zinzendorf, an eighteenth-century Moravian, who wrote the
classic hymn about the garments we receive from the Lord. Dressed in these, we can
have confidence now and especially in the day when we stand before the Lord to
hear the final verdict.
Jesus, Thy blood and righteousness
My beauty are, my glorious dress;
Midst flaming worlds, in these arrayed.
With joy shall I lift up my head.
It is on this day that we wiU be given garlands, the oil of gladness, and garments
of splendour (Isaiah 61:3).
Chapter 16
IMPLICATIONS OF THIS STUDY
In 1611 at the beginnmg of the modern era, John Donne wrote:
"Tis all in peeces, all cohaerence gone;
AU just supply, and aU Relation:
Prince, Subject, Father, Sonne, aU things forgot.
For every man alone thinkes he hath got
To be a Phoenix, and that then can bee
None of that kinde, of which he is, but he.
For of Meridians, and ParaUels,
Man hath weav'd out a net, and this net throwne
Upon the Heavens, and now they are his owne.
Loth to goe up the hUl, or labour thus
To go to heaven, we make heaven come to us.
Robert BeUah quoted John Donne's lines in Habits of the Heart. Of our lack of
coherence he wrote, "Modernity is 'the culture of separation,'" in which life and
learning are compartmentaUzed.^ BeUah and his feUow researchers see reason to
hope that the culture wiU not go the hmit in separation. Enough people are in
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"communities of memory" from which they draw meaning to stem the tide of
separateness. Also, they see modest reason to hope that the restlessness in the
intellectual culture will begin to draw the disciplines together from the isolation they
have been in for so long.
It is from centuries past "all cohaerence gone" that I try to evaluate Catherine's
Dialogue and her times. This is not easy because I reflect compartmentalization and
separation, as much as I wish not to. And yet, perhaps that fact makes me look to
her as a person who has some answers, not only for me, but for our disjointed world,
and especially for the church.
Several years ago. Bill Moyers interviewed Robert BeUah on television, to discuss
Habits of the Heart. They talked about individualism and community, and about the
self, and then BiU asked Robert, "How do you know who you are?" To which Robert
answered, "I know who I am when I take of the body and blood of Christ in the
communion."
The question posed by Moyers is key to this thesis. There is no one way
anymore for people to know who they are. There is no one definition of the
self�^where it came from, what it is to be, or where it is headed. And so, people go
in many directions and assume many identifications in their attempts to be and feel
significant. Public hfe has become hke a big theme party, with everyone having their
own cause or identity or hobby horse.
The human makeup wants a system, a structure, a framework in which to exist.
Catherine and her contemporaries had this, and we do not. We want to know where
we came from, what we are about, and where we are going. This is not to say that
significance can come totaUy from theological thoughts, for we are on earth. But
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even that sentence is an accommodation to our thought patterns which
compartmentalize. In a coherent system, there is room for both heaven and earth,
for God and for other people. In fact, there is absolute need for all to exist together.
It is not a question of either/or, for there is not a ceihng between earth and heaven,
nor an impenetrable wall between us and other people. Rather, there is space�the
spaciousness of uniqueness vested in each person. There is a right fit for each one
of us. . . .
No image but the image of God can fit our soul. . . .
Man had this image in nature, and does deface it;
he has it also in grace here, and so does refresh it;
and he shall have it in glory hereafter,
and that shall fix it, estabhsh it.
Make your understandmg, and your will, and your memory
serviceable to your God, and auxiliary and subsidiary for your
salvation. For though they be not naturaUy instruments of grace, yet
naturally they are susceptible of grace, and have so much in their
nature as that by grace they may be made instruments of grace.^
I beheve what John Donne wrote�that the connections which God has made for
us need to surround and structure our hves, just as they exist within our very beings.
I beheve also that the theological and philosophical wanderings of the past few
centuries, while intellectually stimulating to many people, have caused great personal
damage. In saying this, I am not glorifying the religious scene of Catherine's day. It
is impossible to make any reasonable comparison about the numbers of "good"
Christians in her time and ours. We should have everything in our favor, if
opportunity is the key.
Yet, I suspect that they had some things in their favor that we may once again
learn to value�such as coherence, a clear and shared understanding of God and of
what he wants of us, what we are hke and what we are to do.
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I would not assume that there was a greater proportion of devout Christians
then, although certainly a higher percentage of people held orthodox behefs. But, for
those who did want the deeper experience of faith, the road was there, the bridge
with its hostelry, the medicme for the soul, the soil for the garden, the garments of
innocence, and the eternal Father who gave prayer as a mother. There was a way of
knowing the self that reflected the being of God, a trinity of quahties that imaged the
Holy Trinity. There was a way of defming what went wrong and what would make it
right.
The Church and Identity
But what of our own day? We hve in a pluralistic society, and we wouldn't have
it otherwise. But pluralism does not mean that everything is equally valuable or true.
In our day of compartmentalization and almost limitless options, to say that there is
"a way" seems less than openminded. To say that Christianity is "the way" sounds
intolerant even to some who claim to be Christian. And to claim that perhaps there
is "a way within a way" is positively restrictive.
I have always opposed the imposition of formula for its own sake. While I know
that easy systems have wide appeal, I think most of them contain great amounts of
falsity that is garnered in the strained process of trying to make incompatible things
cohere. But when there is a natural coherence, a structure that we recognize in
ourselves and in the world as well as in revelation, we become artificial if we refuse
to acknowledge its truth and imphcations for our hves. I see such a natural
coherence and structure in memory, understanding, and will comprising the image of
God in humankind.
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The church may have always followed the human tendency toward formula and
system. It certainly has in my memory. "Learn this ... do this . . . deny that . . . and
all wiU be well." If we let them, good things can take practical dominance over God
and his revealed purposes for us.
In a church that desires relevance and tolerance, artificial formulas offer the
appearance of learning, place few demands on conscience or intention, and often
bring people together around an idea on which they agree. But such a church does
not know who and what it is. And the appearance of community stimulated by such
a church wiU never promote the authentic identity of Christ's church.
WiUiam Buckley recently interviewed Zbigniew Brzezinski, formerly in the U.S.
State Department, about his new book. Out of Control. As they were talking about
pubhc moraUty, Brzezinski said that the church has become ever less of a force in
society, and that television has taken over the role of the church as the arbiter of
morahty and behavior. To this I would add that the church in many places is trying
to become like television in its format and language.
Much of the church has so desperately wanted to be respectable inteUectuaUy and
sociaUy that it has lost identity. But then, how could the church as a whole know its
identity, if it cannot define the identity of one soul? And it clearly is unable to do
this, for nearly as many defmitions of selfhood and soul and self-image come out of
the church as from society in general, but couched in rehgious language. The "image
of God" is not given concrete definition or apphcation, and remains for the most part
a theological abstraction that must be true but which has httle bearing on life.
Among people who are generaUy classified evangeUcal, there is a large area of
common agreement about interpretation of the Bible. And yet, within this diverse
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group, some stress human roles; some knowledge; some expression of feelings; some
lifestyle�^whether ethnic, racial, or social; some human rights; some human wrongs;
some recovery; some positive thinking; some outreach and activism; some
personahty�not so much that of their people as of their leader or style; some
tradition and ritual. By the very things they emphasize, they are suggesting
definitions of the human person.
Churches should appeal to and inform aU three functions of the image of God in
persons. This generally has not taken place, since most tend to stress one or two
functions.
Most Protestant churches of evangelical persuasion have been strong on teaching
and learning, and also on personal responsibility�thus employing understanding and
will, but without so identifying them. But they have largely ignored the memory,
meaning that they have left out the common history of the church, the shared
experience of what it means to be the body of Christ together, not only now but
throughout all of church history. They have wanted to forget tradition, to denigrate
the sacraments, to ignore most history before Luther. But in trying to forget
traditions, they have made up others.
In taking this approach, these churches have by example taught people how to
deal with their own history and traditions and memories�to ignore them or to look
to disciplines outside the church for answers. In a society that is largely atheological
in worldview, this is all the more dangerous, because it is easy for people to also
ignore the teachings of the church.
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The more liturgical churches have stressed tradition, but many have been weak
on teaching Christian truth. They have also been weak in motivating the wiU and in
giving opportunities to make decisions about the Christian life and ministry.
Wesley seems to have struck a balance, moving as he did from a tradition-bound
church. However, his descendants have gone in various directions, so that we see the
same situation as in other denominations played out in the United Methodist
churches�all holding together in an unlikely and uneasy alhance.
If the Episcopal Church is going to survive, it will have to move into Christian
education based on the Bible, and do it with a passion. It will also need to provide
situations within its own tradition�and sometimes outside of it�for people to exercise
their will, and take more responsibihty for their own spiritual hves. It wiU also need
to stop being so ambivalent in its pronouncements�stop taking aU five sides of any
issue. In so doing, it violates the very reason it claims to cherish.
The independent and baptistic churches need to develop and draw on traditions
that are tied to church history, not just to cultural ways of doing things. In their
passion for the inspired, they often become victims of the worst sort of
extemporaneity. They leave themselves open to unplanned experiences and to the
private memories of those least qualified to lead people in common life. The
memories resulting from these happenings are not likely to build a strong church for
the future.
The primary question of Habits of the Heart was "how to preserve or create a
morally coherent life."^ Bellah speaks of the way so many people try to ground
themselves by asserting their preferences�"what I want." They seek the
"unencumbered self' and finding oneself. He comments on what that means:
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Finding oneself means, among other things, finding the story or
narrative in terms of which one's life makes sense. . . . Given the
ideal of a radically unencumbered and improvisational self ... it is
perhaps not surprising that Americans should grasp at some scheme
of life stages or crises to give coherence to the otherwise utterly
arbitrary life patterns they seem to be asked to create.
If it is to provide any richness of meaning, the idea of a hfe course
must be set in a larger generational, historical, and probably, rehgious
context. Yet much popular writing about the life course . . . considers
(it) without reference to any social or historical context, as something
that occurs to isolated individuals. . . .
We find ourselves not independently of other people and
institutions but through them. We never get to the bottom of our
selves on our own. We discover who we are face to face and side by
side with others in work, love, and learning ... we are not simply
ends in ourselves, either as individuals or as a society.
We cannot know who we are without some practical ritual and
moral "structure" that orders our freedom and binds our choices into
something like habits of the heart.^
For Catherine, the story of her being was the creation, the fall, the temporary
provision of God, the incarnation and death of Christ, the resurrection and ascension
and pentecost, and the church with its provision of all that she needed spiritually.
This was also her structure and her ritual and her community of memory. And it
encompassed every part of who she was or ever would be�memory, understanding,
and will made in the image of God. We need to hve within that same story.
The Church and Memory
Because memory is the most neglected of the powers of the soul, I want to make
several comments about it.
One's story comes from memory, from personal and common memory, part of
which is tradition and ritual. When many of the reformers threw out tradition and
ritual, they also threw out memory as a function of the church and the Christian life.
Not that they could erase the latent function, but they could see to it that they would
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now shape the common memory. Much that happened in the Reformation was
necessary and good. But it was not good to dispense with an essential element.
Much of what psychologists deal with today comes from the function of
memory�our ways of regarding our past, our lack of community and intimacy, our
need for confession of sins and absolution, our feelings of personal confidence or
lack thereof, confusion about our behaviors, the shame of private iUs, the inner
tyranny of never telhng wrongs done against one�things that would hkely have come
out in confession in earlier days.
Memory forms famihes and communities and even countries. The United States
is a powerful example of this�it differs from Canada not in its peoples but m its
memories. Many families today are not spending enough time together to have
strong or constructive memories. For miUions of children, the primary memories will
be of baby-sitters and daycare centers, and of being rushed from here to there.
Memory gives comfort and consolation, or discomfort and fear. From memory we
decide who or what we will love, and even how we will love.
How one approaches the future is affected by memories of what has been. If a
person is to drastically change, he or she will have to acquire new memories, or new
meanings for old memories.
The Holy Spirit is given to us to help us remember what God wants us to keep in
mind. The church can exist authentically only if its people share common memories
inspired by the Spirit and based on God's revelation. Memories of potluck suppers
and seminars and community action may be pleasant, but they will not perpetuate
the church.
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The Church and the Powers of the Soul
I beheve that the right apphcation of personal and corporate behef in the image
of God and the powers of the soul could radicaUy affect the way a church would
function.
It would affect the approach to nonbelievers, who would be viewed as persons
possessing the image of God, but in mortal danger from the raging sea and needing
the loving rescue.
It would affect dealings with children as they mature, to help them recognize the
aspects of who they are, and to look with faith and hope toward what they are
becoming. It would also provide rescue and comfort for children in need.
It would affect the way a church would deal with confession and conscience and
absolution.
It would change the approach to prayer, both private and corporate, for prayer
would be experienced as the primary means of becoming what God intends for his
children.
It would affect the ways that churches talk about the soul or self, for they would
urge people to spend time learning to know themselves as they come to know God.
This self-knowledge would hold surprises for most people, for we are generally not
what we think ourselves to be. This would lead to greater humihty, a virtue often in
short supply in church, and thus impact the community spirit in the church.
It would affect the approach to suffering and temptation, things that cannot be
avoided, but which, in the hands of God, can be turned to our good and our growth.
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It would change the way most Protestant churches think about the blood of
Christ. Blood is messy and unaesthetic. It is possible to be in so-caUed evangehcal
churches for many weeks or months and hear nothing about cleansing in the blood of
Christ, except a brief reading at communion. Whether we like it or not, the blood of
Christ is the essential element for cleansing from sin.
It would increase the flow of grace among the members, and this flow would
reach outside the church to its famihes, and neighbors and friends and work
associates.
Such an emphasis would be accompanied by a rise in teaching and preaching
about creation�not how it happened or how long it took�^but what it effected in the
grand purpose of God, and how creation touches each person today, even those who
no longer beheve in it.
It would also affect the approach the church takes toward the natural world, and
would guard against being drawn into worship of Mother Earth or the Goddess.
The church needs to be telling the entire society how God and people are
related, and what the obligation of the church is because of this relationship.
Such an emphasis would change the educational program in many churches,
because there would be an end in sight�the nurture of the image of God in its
people.
John Wesley said it so well:
This great gift of God, the salvation of our souls, is no other than the
image of God fresh stamped on our hearts. It is a renewal in the
spirit of our minds, after the likeness of him that created them. . . .
Let not the children of God any longer fight against the image of
God. Let not members of Christ say anything against having the
whole mind that was in Christ.^
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The whole mmd that was in Christ? What does that mean? Philippians 2:5 is
the verse we most often thmk of when we hear "the mmd of Christ." "Let this mind
be in you which was also in Christ Jesus," or, "Your attitude should be the same as
that of Christ Jesus."
The Greek word for mind that is used here is phroneo, which encompasses the
functions of memory, understanding, and will. Knowing and remembering who he
was, Christ understood what was needed if we were to be saved. He did not yet
know by experience what it was to be a human being, but was able to choose that
identification in order to bring us to his glory. He wanted us to be his famUy, to
have memories in common with him and his Father, and there was only one way to
achieve this. He wanted us to know God and to will to obey him, from a motive of
love.
We don't know how constant were Jesus' memories of his state in heaven, but in
the gospel record we often see his awareness of who he was and where he had come
from. He acquired a new set of memories as a person, and these combined with his
Godhead to form a permanent incarnation.
Jesus constantly taught his disciples and the crowds that foUowed him. He was
stimulating their understanding of God and of what it would mean to be his disciples.
He spoke to their wills as he made obedience the test of love, and self-denial the
test of discipleship.
Just before he ascended to heaven, Jesus gave his followers his final
commission�to engage people as disciples by teaching them, to involve them in ritual
by baptizing them, and to motivate their wills to obey all of his commandments.
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If the church is to function as such in society, it must engage people theologically.
But how can it do this unless it defines them theologically? Philosophy and science
are useful disciplines, but they are terrible definers of persons.
The only one who can adequately define human beings is the God who made
them. The church has a sufficient definition of the person; but to employ that
definition in a society such as ours will take courage. To say that no other discipline
or combination of disciplines can ever offer an adequate definition may appear
arrogant or provincial. But unless the church does this, how are we to know what
God has intended for us to be and do?
I beheve that Catherine of Siena was offering us a much larger portrait of what it
means to be human than I have ever heard from my contemporaries. That picture
has to encompass the whole story of humanity, from creation to the final day of
re-creation. Only that is grand enough to capture the full powers of the soul.
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